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I N T R O D U C T I O N 
In this thesis, a singular perturbation 2l£ (with e a small positive parameter) appearing 
in the theory of thin elastic rods, is investigated using the reduction method sketched 
in [Frank I] and developed in [Prank & Wendt III, IV]. The Frank-Wendt reduction 
method is based on the existence (and explicit construction) of an operator Sc such 
that 
(i) И 0 =SeVic + e~<Qe, 
where SI0 is the reduced operator for 21г, 7 £ (0,1) is a constant and Qc stands for (a 
family of) continuous linear mappings, uniformly with respect to ε, in corresponding 
spaces. The construction of this reducing operator Se comprises the use of a parameter-
dependent version of Boutet de Monvel's algebra of operators associated with classical 
elliptic boundary value problems (see [Boutet de Monvel], [Frank & Wendt III, IV], 
[Wendt]). In order to be able to apply the technique of pseudodifferential operators, 
one has to extend functions defined a priori in a domain in R", to the whole space R n . 
In [Boutet de Monvel], [Frank & Wendt III, IV] and [Wendt] this extension £0 is the 
one by zero outside the definition domain. 
In the specific situation considered in the present thesis, it is shown that choosing in 
the reducing operator Se instead of ê0 an extension operator which preserves relevant 
smoothness properties of the functions, requires less regularity from the data while 
leading to an asymptotic relation (i) with 7 — 1. Therefore this result (see [Frank 
& Hcijstek IV]) improves, for the specific situation considered here, the general result 
in [Frank &¿ Wendt III, IV], [Wendt]. Presumably, also for general coercive singular 
perturbations (i) can be improved in the same way. As a consequence, the invertibility 
of the reduced operator implies the invertibility of the perturbed one for all sufficiently 
small values of ε and, morover, 
(ii) (a1)-1 = £ y ((a0)-^)*^0)-^. 
For more general coercive singular perturbations, this kind of series expansion was 
obtained previously in [Frank & Wendt III, IV], [Wendt], however with ε 7 *, 7 as above 
i.e. 0 < 7 < 1, instead of e*. 
The improvement of the estimate for the error-term in the Frank & Wendt reduction 
theorem is, above all, useful for the applications, such as, for instance, the eigenvalue 
problem corresponding to the perturbation Я е which appears in the elasticity 
theory, specifically in the theory of thin elastic rods. 
In [Rayleigh] appeared one of the first rigorous treatments of such a problem on 
elastic rods. However, only the simplest possible situation is considered: a fourth-order 
constant-coefficient differential equation with Dirichlet boundary conditions. Moreover, 
the method used there cannot be applied to higher-dimensional problems (thin elastic 
plates) involving partial differential equations. 
X I 
For the case of variable coefficients the asymptotic behaviour of the eigenvalues and 
eigenfunctions was considered also in [Moser] by using an extension of the method in 
[Rayleigh]. Applying the general results in [Huet I] on singular perturbation theory 
(valid for partial differential equations), one obtains the convergence of the eigenvalues 
and eigenfunctions. In [Frank V], the first two terms in the asymptotic expansion for the 
eigenvalues are indicated (also for general coercive singular perturbations). Here, a high 
order asymptotic expansion is obtained for each eigenvalue A£ of the perturbed operator 
Я
£
 converging to the corresponding eigenvalue λ 0 of the reduced operator 21°. For the 
associated eigenfunction u 1 an asymptotic formula is derived, as well, the validity of the 
asymptotic expansion for и г being proved here in a simpler way than in [Frank IX]. 
Of course, the general method of M.I. Vishik and L.A. Lyusternik (also applicable 
to partial differential equations) yields high-order asymptotics for the eigenvalues and 
eigenfunctions, as well. (See [Vishik & Lyusternik].) However, their method brings over 
considerable difficulties and it requires more technical working than the Frank-Wendt 
method used here. 
Now the contents of the thesis will be briefly sketched. The first chapter contains 
the definitions and theorems about spaces of vectorial order needed in the subsequent 
chapters. In a more general setting these results have appeared in [Frank Ι,ΙΙΙ],[Frank 
&: Wendt IV], [Frank & Heijstek III], and are included in the thesis in order to make it 
selfcontained and to facilitate its reading. The second chapter deals with the problem 
of proving, for the specific perturbation 2t£ considered, the asymptotic relation (i) with 
7 = 1. As it was mentioned above, it is more convenient to choose in the reducing 
operator S£ an extension operator ί preserving the regularity, instead of the continuation 
by zero. At first sight, it seems to be undesirable to replace êo by £, since it brings over 
a certain degree of arbitrariness. However, the key result in the second chapter is the 
'weak dependence'of S€ from £, in the sense that any other choice of the (regularity 
preserving) extension operator £ brings over an error of order 0 ( e ) (e —» 0) in 5 г . Using 
this fact, the indicated sharpened version (for this specific case) of the Frank-Wendt 
reduction theorem is proved (see also [Frank L· Heijstek IV]). 
In the third and final chapter the eigenvalue problem corresponding to 2le is considered. 
The spectra of SI1 and 21° are discrete. Moreover, a proof (simpler than the one in 
[Frank VIII, IX]) is given here of the fact that each eigenvalue A0 of 21° can be smoothly 
extended as an eigenvalue λ 1 of 2l r which has the same (algebraic and geometric) mul­
tiplicity as λ 0 , for all sufficiently small values of ε. Then, using the reduction theorem 
from the previous chapter, a high order asymptotic expansion for Ae is derived and 
justified. It turns out that the expansion generally contains odd powers of ε, so that, 
in spite of the fact that the singular perturbation 2le is invariant with respect to the 
substitution ε —• —ε, the function ε —• λ£, being C°° on the interval [0, εο] with eo > 0 
sufficiently small, cannot be extended analytically up to the point ε = 0. 
Finally, using the Frank-Wendt reduction theorem again, an asymptotic expansion for 
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1. S P A C E S OF V E C T O R I A L O R D E R 
This chapter has been added in order to make the thesis essentially selfcontained and 
for the purpose of easy reference. Proofs of all needed results are given in the specific 
situation considered. The definitions and theorems stated here can be found in [Frank I], 
[Frank III], [Frank & Wendt IV], [Frank & Hcijstek III]. 
Throughout the thesis εο denotes a small positive number, 0 < εη «С 1. 
The spaces H(3)ie(R). 
1.1. Let 5(R) be the space of rapidly decreasing smooth functions φ : Ш —> С, equipped 
with the Frécliet topology induced by the norms 
(1.1.1) φ >-• m a x ( i ) m V \(d/dx)\(x)\, m = 0 ,1 ,2 , . . . , 
where 
(1.1.2) {x) = (l + \x\y/i. 
Let S'(ñ) be its dual, the Schwartz' space of tempered distributions in R. 
The Fourier transform 
* U e : S(R) - 5(R) 
where 
(1.1-4) ψ(0 = ί ψ(χ)οχ
Ρ
(-ίχξ)άχ, V £ e R , 
J* 
is a Fréchet space isomorphism. The inverse Fourier transform of ψ € 5(R) is denoted 
Гс±
х
Ф = Φ- Thus, 
(1.1.5) φ(χ) = (2π)-1 ί φ(0^ρ(ιχξ)αξ, Vx eR. 
The direct and inverse Fourier transforms of temperate distributions in R (defined by 
duality) are denoted in a similar way. 
1 
1.2. Let (0,£o] Э ε —• и г 6 5'(R) be a family of distributions in R. It is said that, for 
given s = (·5ι,52ι53) € R3, the distribution ue belongs to the space Я(8) £ (R), if ue is 
locally integrable (in the Lcbcsgue sense) and the norm 
(1.2.1) I K H H ^ . W := ( / e-2*'(02"(
e
02 , a | i?(OI2d01 / 2 
exists and is finite. Here, cis before, (ξ) = (1 + 1 £ | 2 ) 1 / ' 2 . If there is no danger of confusion, 
one often writes || · ||(з)
г
г in stead of || · | | я ( і ) і , (й) · 
The space H^y
 e
(R) is a Banach space, since it is isometrically isomorphic to L2(R). In 
fact, it is a Hilbert space, the inner product being given by 
(1.2.2) («*,«*>«(.,.(•) = / ^2"(02s2(^)2'3^(OW)d(, 
JK 
the bar above vc(£) denoting the complex conjugate. 
1.3. If S2 and зз are nonnegative integers, say S2 = Мг, зз — Мз, then the norm (1.2.1) 
is equivalent, uniformly with respect to e € (Ο,εο], to the following one: 
0<Jt<Ma 
where 
(1.3.2) D = -id/dx. 
(Indeed, there exists a number С which depends only on M2 and M3, such that 
0 < C - 1 < Σ ^2з(е02к(0~2МЧ^Г2Ма<С, V ( e , O € ( 0 , e o ] x R . ) 
0<]<M2 
1.4. The dominance relation ^ in R3 is defined in [Frank III] as follows: if s = (s j , 62,53) 
and s' = (.?і,а2і5з) belong to R 3, then it is said that s does not exceed s' if 
(1.4.1) i j < Sj, Sx + $2 < S'i + s'2, S2+ S3 < s'2+ S3. 
If s does not exceed s', one writes s ^ s'. 
2 
The inequalities on the right of (1.4.1) are equivalent to the following: 
(1.42) с-'ЧНУЧеО33 <ε-''ι(0°'4ε03'3, V(e,0 € (0,1] χ R. 




(R) are partially ordered by inclusion: 
β < * ' < = • II · | |
w
, £ < || · ||(..),«. К e (o, i ] , 
^ ^ HMie(R) 2 ff(y)i£(R), Ve G (0,1]. 
Particularly, for each 7 > 0 one has 
(1.4.4) # ( . ) , , № 2 # ( S I + 7 | 8 2 _ 7 , 3 3 + 7 ) , £ ( R ) , V£ e (0,1]. 
1.5 Lemma. For each s 6 R1 and each ε 6 (Ο,εο], Me space C Q 0 ( R ) О/ compactly 
supported smooth functions is dense in .if(s)i£(R). In other words, if и ζ H(s)ìC(R) and 
η > 0, then there exists a function η
η
 G C¿0(R) лис/і Mai 





Proof. One uses the standard mollifier construction to show that C¿>C(R) is dense in 
each ff(i)i(!(R). Let и G Я(S) ? £(R) be given. Let <p G C Q ^ R ) be a nonnegative function 
vanishing outside the interval [—1,1] and such that £-.φ(χ)<Ιχ = 1. For 6 > 0, let 
95(2:) = ¿ " ^ ( i - 1 ! ) , Vi G R and define us = φ^ * и (the convolution product of φ^ 
and u). Then U6 G C 0 0 ( R ) and us - φ
δ
ΰ. Moreover, φ6{ξ) = £ ( ¿ 0 and |£s(£)| < 1, 
V(<5,ξ) G R+ x R. Hence | |u{ | |(
s
) i £ < | |u | | ( s ) i E and, by the Lebesgue dominated conver­
gence theorem, 
(1.5 2) H u - u i l l ^ , ; : / ε-2^(ξ)^(εζ)2"\1 - ^ ( О Н ^ О І Ч - 0, as 5 - 0. 
Let V € C~(R) be such that ^1(1) Ξ 1, Vx G [-1,1], and let ф^х) = ф(іх), V(í, χ) G 
R + χ R. Then for each pair (t,8) G R+ x R+, ф^б e ^¿"(R). Moreover, for each «5 > 0, 
(1.5.3) ||uj - Φ^δ\\{ι),ε -> 0, as ί -> 0. 
Indeed, if Μτ,Μζ are nonnegative integers such that M2 > S2, J ^ + Л/з > «2 + ^з, 
then | М ( # 1 > м , , м , ) , « < 1 1 « 1 1 ( а ) , г 8 и р ( 0 М 2 - Л 2 ( е 0 М з " 3 з | ^ ( О 1 < oo, since ψ6 belongs to 
5(R). Hence, using (1.4.3) and the equivalence of the norms (1.2.1), (1.3.1), one finds 
II«« - ^ « « І І ( . ) ,
е
 ^ IIй« - ^««ΙΙί,,,Μ,,Αί,),* -
<C Y\ e2{k-'l) f \О3+к((1-фі)щ)\2ах-*0,&5І^0, 
0<к<Мз 
3 
with С being a constant depending only on M2, M3. 
Now, (1.5.1) is an easy consequence of (1.5.2) and (1.5.3). 
1.6. For ψ £ C 0 0 ( R ) , let ψ
ι
 be given as follows: 
φ
χ
(χ) = φ{ίχ), V ( i , x ) € R + x R . 
The collection of all ψ 6 C 0 0 ^ ) such that Όψ e C Q ^ R ) will be denoted by C1°0(R). 
L e m m a . [Frank & Heijstek IV] For each s = (5і,52,аз) € R3 there exists a. nonnegative 
integer N and a number С such that 
WvMk.u <C[snp^(x)\ | | t i | | ( j ) , , + Σ s u p ( i ) 2 | D í + V ( i ) | ||«||(.·),β]» 
(1.6.1) i e " 0 < ; < ^ і е И 
v
u
 e #(,),*№, ^ e cr(R), V(e,í) e (ο, ι] χ [o, i], 
where s' = (si,S2 — 1,5з). 
Proof . In view of the previous lemma, it suffices to prove the estimate (1.6.1) for all 
u e сц°(п). iî φ e CftR), t: 
and (see [Gelfand & Shilov]) 
 € С£°(и). lì  %°(R) then the limits φ(±οο) = Hm φ(χ) exist (and are finite) 
(1.6.2) Γ
χ
^φ = π(φ(<Χ)) +
 V ( -oo) )Ä(0 + p.v. ξ^Γ^Όφ. 
Indeed, J F f i ^ p . v . ^ Ì V )
 = ^ „ ( p . v . f - 1 ) * Οψ = ( l / 2 > s g n x * Dy, = 
= (l/2> ƒ„ sgn(x - ν)Όφ{ν)άν = φ{χ) - (1/2)(^ (оо) + v>(-«>)), ^ € CfíR). 
Hence 
(1.6.3) Usuili.),. = [I / e"'1 №№ГЫп)Щ - rìdn\\Lìm < 
< Il / ε - ' 1 (Í - τ,)'2 (e(í - .ï))"ftfo)î(€ - 4)d'?IU1(.) + 




vu e c0~(R),Vv e cr(R),V(e,i) e (ο,ι] χ [ο,ι], 
4 
where in the last step Lemma 2.4.6 from [Frank III] has been used and where 
Co = і п а х { | в 2 | 2 І " - 1 І + І Ч l ^ ^ l + l 1 3 ' 1 1 } , 
One has: 
and 
iVo = max{ |s 2 - 1| + |вз|, | s 2 | + |s3 - 1|}. 
(1.6.4) \\&(ξ)*ε-'ι(034ε0'340\\ι2{κ) < 
< (2т)3/а8ир|^(х)| rfi.e-MO'W^OIU^,,) < 
іеи 
< 2Ksup\ip(x)\ | |u | | (,), £ , 












< f |öi((7?)(77)^|dï7|k-"(o,2-1{^)S3"(OIU2(R) < 
<
 Β
ηρ(η)Ν\DÏtw\ /(0No~N^ll«ll(S'),, < 
чей JR 
<cNsup(xy Σ P J + Vt(') l IMI(,'),e < 
<CNSup{x)2 V \D1+1<p(x)\ Ml,.),., 
i e R
 0 < j < N 
Vu € с л н ) , ^ e cr(R),v(e,t) e (ο,ι] χ [ο,ι], 
where N is the least integer such that 
(1.6.6) Ν > N0 + 1 
and where Сдг is a constant which may depend only on TV. 
From (1.6.3), (1.6.4) and (1.6.5) follows (1.6.1) with 
C = max{27r,2CoCV}. 
5 
T h e trace theorem. 
1.7 Lemma. Suppose s = (61,52,53) G R3 satisfies the condition 
(1.7.1) 52 + s3 < - 1 / 2 
Then for Dirac's delta function 6 the following inequalities hold uniformly with respect 
to ε G (0, Co]: 
(1.7.2) | | í | | ( , ) > r < Ce-1'2-^-'* (з2 > -1/2) 
(1.7.3) \\S\\{aU<Ce-^{\ogey/2 (s2 = -1/2) 
(1.7.4) llíllt.),, < C c — (52 < - 1 / 2 ) 
where С = С(52,5з,ео), ! е. С may depend only on S2, S3 and Co-
Proof. Using the fact that 6 = 1 and making the change of variables t = εζ, one finds 
Mlu = 2ε-1-2°>-2" Γ {ε2 + í2)S2(l + í2)s'di < 
Jo 
< C(s2)e-1-2,l-2s> ( (
е
 + < ) 2 а 2 ( 1 + < 2 ) ' 3 < Й , 
Jo 
where C(52) = m a x { 2 . 2 1 - ' 2 } . The last integral equals Jj + /2 where 
ƒ! = ( (ε + ί ^ ί ΐ + ί ^ Λ ^ π Μ χ ί Ι ^ · » } / (ε + ί ) 2 ί 2 Λ 
Jo Jo 
and 
I2 = [°°(s + t)2»(l + t2y4t < max{l, (1 + ε0)2"} Γ t2s\l + t2)>4t, 
Ve ζ [0,εο]. Clearly, the integral 
h= {£+t)2"dt=£i+2" / e ¿ξ 
determines the three cases stated in the lemma. If 1 + 252 > 0) then /3 < ƒ. '° í2<'2cíi = 
(1 + 252)- 1 ( l + Е О ) 1 + 2 ' 2 , Ve e [0,eo]. If 1 + 252 = 0, I3 = log(l + e " 1 ) < e - loge < 
V^max{l,eo}(loge), Ve 6 (Ο,εο]. Finally, if 1 + 252 < 0, then I3 < c 1 + 2 i 2 J™ ξ2"¿ξ = 
- ( l + 2 5 2 ) - 1 e 1 + 2 , " , V e > 0 . о 
6 
1.8 Traces. 
Let (0, Со] Э ε —> фс £ С be a family of complex numbers. For a given σ G R the norm 
Me,,, is given by 
(1.8.1) №']<: . . .= e - m 
(If there is no danger of confusion, one often denotes [-J^ e instead of [·]<;„,« ·) 
The space C,,,,. equals С equipped with the norm [•](:„,« · 
1.9. Let TTQ denote the operator of restriction to {x = 0}. Thus, if и G 5(R), 
(1.9.1) ж0и = u(0) = ( 2 π ) - 1 / η(ξ)<1ξ. 
In the sequel the following trace theorem ([Frank I, III]) will frequently be used: 
Theorem. Let s — (51,52,63) 6 R3 be such that 
(1.9.2) 52 + 5 з > 1 / 2 . 
Then there exists a constant С = C(s2,s3) which may depend only on 82,33, such that 
for all и € S(R) and ε € (0,1] holds: 
(1.9.3) b r o U ] S l + a 2 _ 1 / 2 j E < С|МІ(,),
Г
 (S2 < 1/2), 
(1.9.4) Ms^ïCOogeyfiWuWu,, (52 = 1/2), 
(1.9.5) k o u ] ^ , . < С | |и | | ( . ) > с (52 > 1/2). 
The estimates (1.9.3), (1.9.4) and (1.9.5) are still valid f or и e H(3)ì£(R). 
Proof. Follows from (1.9.1), the Schwarz' inequality, Lemma 1.7 and Lemma 1.5. о 
Remark. If 5 = (51,52,53) G R3 satisfies condition (1.9.2) and if 52 < 1/2, then for 
each 7 € R such that 
(1.9.6) 7 < 1 / 2 - 5 2 
one has, in view of (1.9.3), 
,-
 q
 7ч [X0u],1+tt-i/2,t < ^ΊΙωΙΙ(5ι-γ,>2 + 7,33-7),ί:' 
Vu G tf(si_7,J2+1,S3_7)ií(R), Ve G (0,1]. 
7 
If 7 satisfies the condition 
(1.9.8) 0 < 7 < l / 2 - 5 2 
then (1.9.7) implies 
Hence, if s-¿ < 1/2 < S2 + S3 and ue € ^ „ ^ . ^ „ ^ ( R ) for some 7 satisfying (1.9.8), 
then 
(1.9.10) 1 ί π ι [ π 0 ΐ ί £ ] 3 ι + ί 2 - 1 / 2 , ε = 0. 
T h e s p a c e s tf^^R-!-). 
1.10. The space H(S\€(R+) consists of the (tempered) distributions u1 defined on 
R+ which are the restrictions to R+ of distributions £ηε G H(3):€(R). The norm of 
u1 e H(s)jt(R+) is defined as follows: 
(1-10.1) |К||я(,),ли+)=іпЛІ^гЦя(.),(Я) 
where the infimum is taken with respect to all possible extensions fuc G H^^R) of uc 
to R. 
1.11. Let 7Γ+ denote the restriction to R + operator and let C¿"(R+) = π+€^°(Η). The 
following lemma is an immediate consequence of lemma 1.5. 
Lemma. For each fixed ε € (Ο,εο] holds: 
If ιιε € H^3)iS(R+) and η > 0, then there exists u ' G C ^ ( R + ) such that 
( i - i i - i ) l l « e - < l l H ( . ) i . ( t + ) < ' 7 · 
In other words, C^0(R+) is dense m H^
a
fE(R+). 
1.12. The space Ä(J) i t ;(R_) of distributions иг G íí(J,))£(R) whose support supp ue is 
contained in R_ = {x G R : χ < 0}, is a closed subspace of ff(
s
)i£(R). If υ.ε G Я( 8)^(R^.) 
and έιιε G Я(
а
)
і (,(Н) is a fixed extension of w1, then 
(1-12.1) ІКІІн(.,.(ім = ω ΙΙ^£ + »lk.,..w 
8 




(К_). Thus .ff(.,)i£(R+) is equipped 
with the norm of the factorspace H^a^tC(R)/H^^(R-) and is itself isomorphic to this 
factorspace. 




£ (Н + ) one may also define the norm (see [Frank III]): 
(1.13.1) І І « е І І І ( . ) і . ( и + ) = | | π + ε - ' 4 ΐ - ¿0 S 2 ( i - і е С Г М О І І М « ) . v « * e HWit(R+), 
where £υ.ε £ H(
a
)t£(R) is an extension of ιιε to R and where Π + stands for the Fourier 
image of the operator of multiplication by the Heavisides's function χ + . Since 
(1.13.2) ί + ( 0 = -¿(f - io)'1 = πδ(ξ) - i p.v. ξ " 1 , 
where (ξ — г о ) - 1 is (in the sense of distributions) the limit of (£ — г а ) - 1 as а —> o+, and 
where p.v. ξ - 1 stands for the Cauchy principal value of ξ - 1 , the following identities 
hold: 







> n + Jn 
= (1/2Μ0 + (2m)-1 f (ξ-ηΓ'φ^άη, V9 € 5(R). 
In other words, П + , being the convolution operator with the kernel ( 2 т г ) - 1 ( £ — г о ) - 1 , 
equals (l/2)(Id — iH) where Id stands for the identity operator and Η is the Hilbert 
transform (given by the convolution operator with the kernel тг - 1 p.v. f - 1 ) . 
Since the Fourier transform of π - 1 p.v. ξ - 1 equals ^ — ¡ , π - 1 p.v. £ - 1 = — isgny, the 
Hilbert transform is ал isometric isomorphism from L2(R) onto itself. Thus П + is an 
orthogonal projection operator from LziR) onto itself. It is well-known that П + maps 
X2(R) onto the subspace of . ^ ( R ) whose elements admit an analytic continuation into 
the lower half-plane C_ = { £ € C : I m £ < 0 } . 
The Cauchy Formula allows one to extend the definition of Ι1+φ as follows: if φ is 
analytic in R and admits a meromorphic extension to С having a regular pole at infinity, 
then 
(1.13.4) (n+vp)(0 = (2«)-1 | (í-77)-V(r/)^ (lmi<0), 
where Г is a closed Jordan Curve in the upper half-plane C+ = {£ g С : lm ξ > 0}. 
9 
Now it is evident, that the right-hand side of (1.13.1) does not depend on the choice 
of the extension iue. Moreover, it is easily seen that the norms (1.10.1) and (1.13.1) 
coincide. Indeed, if £iUe € H^rt(U) is an extension of uc to R, then 
(1.13.5) tu' = ^ ( ( 1 - г £ Г , 2 ( 1 - ί ε Ο ~ ί 3 Π + ( ( 1 - г 0 , 2 ( 1 - « ί Γ ^ ' ί Ο ) ) 
is an extension of ue, Îuc G Η^3^ε(Η) and 
(1.13.6) ΙΙ*«· | |Η ( . , .(Ι) = l |n+(£- J l(i - ¿0S2(i - « O " ^ « ) ) ^ ^ . ) , 
which shows that || · || я ( , ) е ( и + ) — II 'ІІя (И )• Since the right-hand side of (1.13.1) docs 
not depend on the choice of the extension £ιιε and since Π + is an orthogonal projection 
in Ir2(R), one obtains the opposite inequality: || · || J
 < ( и + ) < || · | | H ( . ) I . ( R + ) · 
Remark. If there is no danger of confusion, one often denotes || · \\f -,
 e
 instead of 
ІІ 'ІІН ( . ) .(и+)· 
If S2 and S3 are nonnegative integers, say S2 — M2, s3 = M3, then it follows immediately 
from the definition (1.13.1) that the norm || • \\t^
 c
 is equivalent, uniformly with respect 
to ε € (0,£o], to the following one: 
1/2 
( 1 · 1 3 . 7 ) Ι Ι Ι " Ί Ι Η , 1 , Μ 2 Μ 8 , . ( « + ) = { Σ ' 2 ( 4 - , , , ί \D'+k«'\2dx} , 
K0<}<M2 • / и + J 
Vu e Я ( 1 1 і М 2 > М з ) і е ( н + ) . 
0<А.<М3 
1.14. Theorem. FOT each s ζ R3 there exists an extension operator 
(1 14.1) 
ж+£и - и, Vu 6 # ( a ) i £ ( R + ) , 
which is continuous, uniformly with respect to ε € (Ο,ερ]. 
Proof. If u € # ( ä ) i e (R + ) , there exists ¿in e #( a) i £(R) such that π+ÎiU = u. Following 
Peetre's construction for classical Sobolev-Slobodetski spaces without small parameter 
(see [Peetre]), we define 
(1.14.2) lu = 7 ^ , ( 1 - ¿0"ä3(l - *ε£Γί3Π+(1 - tO '^ l " « O ' ^ ^ Í O · 
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Note that iu does not depend on the choice of the extension (.\U of u, which implies 
that ί is a linear operator It is evident that 
(1-14.3) HAillw,. = ΙΜβ)..' V u e ^(^..(R+J.Ve > 0, 
which shows the continuity of t, uniformly with respect to ε € (Ο,εο]. о 
1.15. The following result was stated (in R " ) in [Frank h Wendt IV], but its proof 
there contained a technical mistake. A correct proof was given in [Frank & Heijstek 
III]. Here we present a slightly different proof. 
T h e o r e m . If s = (51,52,53) € R3 satisfies the conditions 
(1.15.1) |ia| < 1/2, |в2 + в з | < 1/2, 
then the extension by zero operator 
is continuous, uniformly with respect to e € (0,1]. In other words, the following inequal-
ity holds: 
(1.15.2) Iftullw.« < C|M|+)iC, v« e tf(,),£(R+),νε e (ο, ι], 
with a constant С = C(s2,S3) which may depend only on 52,83. 
Proof. Let u € Я(
а
) > г (К + ) and let iu € H(,)<e(U) be an extension of и to R such that 
(1-15.3) \Щ\{.и < 2 | M | + ) i e . 
The existence of such an extension is an immediate consequence of the definition of 
Я ( , )
і г
( Н + ) . Note that и = π+Îu and ÍQU = X+lu with χ + being Heaviside's function. 
Since 
4 ^ ( 0 = / χ + ( » 7 ) Μ £ - 4 ) * ? = 
Ju 




(1.15 4) | |M| ( S ) , £ = II / ¿"Sl(l - Ό 3 2 ( 1 - *εξ)"Ρ-(η)Γη(ξ - η)άη\\^
κ) < 
< Il / Х + Ы е - Ч і - <Z - )Уг(1 - ге^ - η)Υ3-
Jvt 
•&(ξ-η)*ί\\Μ) + \\ i ρ . ν . ^ ' ε - ^ ί ί Ι - ^ Γ · 
(i - «-о'1 - (i - г « - ч)Уг0- -ге« - ^)'3}· 
• Hi - rìdnWiM) = | | χ + ( 0 * ^ 3 l ( l - »O'^l - «еО"-
•MOIIb(B)+ 
/ р. . ( і - Л ) - 1 { ( ( і - г О / ( і - ^ 0 ) 3 2 · 
((1 - »
ε












Ч і - ^ Г
2 ( 1 - teO' , MOIU î ( t ) + 
+ / sup ц-Агш-^ка-'О/а-^ог-
И £б[0,1] 
íeíR 
• ((1 - геОДі - ^Aí))33 - ІИАЦАІІІС,),. < 
< ( 2 W + CJl,J,)||¿ti||(.),«< 
< ( 4 ^ + 2CS2,í3)||U|líhj),£, 
where 
(1.15.5) CSìtSb= ¡ sup l l -AI^IAI-^iai - tO/a- 'A«) · 1 · 
J9. εε[0,1] 
. ( ( l - i £ 0 / ( l - « e A O r - l | d A 
Using (1 15.1), it will be shown that 
(1.15.6) CS2,S3 < 16((l/2 - leal)"1 + (1/2 - N + азі)" 1), 
which, along with (1 15.4), (1.15 5), proves (1.15 2) with 
(1.15.7) С = 4π + 32((l/2 - Ы)'1 + (1/2 - | j 3 + ^ Ι ) - 1 ) -
For that we shall use the following inequality 
(1.15.8) |(1 + г ) , , - 1 | < ( 2 І ' г І + 1 ) | г | т а х { 1 , | 1 + г | ' г } , Va e R, Vz e С, \z\ < 1, 
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which follows for the case σ > 0 from applying Schwarz' Lemma to the function ζ ι-+ 
(1 + z)" — 1 and for the case σ < 0 from multiplying the result for — σ by |1 + ζ\σ. 
Denote 
(1.15.9) Α'(ί,ε,ί,λ) = (1 - λ)- 1 |λΓ 1/ 2[((1 - «0/(1 - ιλΟ)' 1 · 
• ( ( l - t
e
0 / ( l - « A 0 ) · · - ! ] , 
Vs = (зьв2,*з) e R3,v
e
 e [0,1],Vi e R,VA e R \ {0,1}. 
Furthermore, denoting 
(1.15.10) s' = (.i
u
S2 + s3,0) 
and, for each (ε, ζ, λ) € [0,1] χ R χ R, 
(1.15.11) z = ζ(ε, ξ, λ) = ((1 - ,0/(1 - ·λ0)((1 - »ελ0/(1 - ιεξ)), 
one has the following identity: 
(1.15.12)Λ'(θ,ε,ί,λ) = /vV,0,££,A)zä2 +(
х
" - 1)(1 - Л Г Ч Л Г ' ^ , 
Vs = (бьбз.йз) 6 Η3,ν(ε,ξ,λ) e [0,1] χ R χ R\{0,1}. 
Assume λ > 1. Using (1.15.8) and the fact that λ - 1 < \z\ < 1, the first term on the 
right-hand side of (1.15.12) can be estimated as follows: 
(1.15.13) \K(s',0,et,\)z°>\ < (2^+3^ + 1)\ιεξ(1 - ιελξ) - 1 ! · 
• max{l, |(1 - ieO/(l - ιελΟΓ , + * , } |«Γ , λ- 1 / 2 < 
< (V2 + 1)A-3/2 max{l, |(1 - ιεξ)/(I - ιε\ζ)\4*+33}-
• \ ' \ " < 
< {V2 + l)Ä-3 /2max{Al J iU | s 2+S31} < 
< (v^-b l)(A"3/2+|s2l + A-3 /2 + l í J + í a l) , 
VA>l ,Vee [0 l l ] ,V í6R . 
The second term on the right-hand side of (1.15 12) can be estimated in the following 
way. Introducing, for each (e,£, A) e [0,1] χ R χ R, 
(1.15.14) и; = io(e,Ç, λ) = (1 - e)(A - 1>£(1 - t f A ) - 1 ^ - ιεξ)'1 
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one has 
(1.15.15) Η ^ λ - ι μ - 1 < i , VÀ>i,V£e[o,i],VieR, 
and therefore, thanks to (1.15.8), 
(1.15.16) \za> - 1|(A - l ) - ^ - 1 ' 2 = |(1 +U))·1 - 1|(A - l ) " ^ " 1 / 2 < 
< (2lS2l + 1) |ω|(λ - l ) - ^ " 1 / 2 max{l, | г | а 2 } < 
< ( \ / 2 + 1 ) А - 3 / 2 + Ы , 
VA>l > VeG[0, l ] 1 Vf GR. 
From (1.15.12), (1.15.13) and (1.15.16) one obtains 
(1.15.17) | Л ' ( 5 , е , ^ А ) | < 2 ( \ / 2 + 1)(А- 3 / 2 + 1 Я 2 1+А- 3 / 2 + 1 а 2 + 3 »1), 
V A > 1 , V £ € [ 0 , 1 ] , V É € R , 
which implies that 
(1.15.18) Г sup |Α : (5,ε ,ξ ,λ)μλ<2(ν^+ΐ)(( ΐ/2-μ 2 | ) - 1 +(ΐ/2-μ 2 + 5 3 |Γ 1 ) . 
Jl г€[0,1) 
Next, assume 0 < A < 1. Since 
(1.15.19) ΛΧθ,ε,ί,λ) = - λ ^ ^ - ^ , ε , ζ λ , λ - 1 ) 
one gets from (1.15.17) the estimate 
(1.15.20) | Λ ' ( 5 , ε , ξ , λ | < 2 ( ν / 2 + 1)(λ- 1 ' ' 2 -Ι ' 2 Ι + λ - 1 / 2 - Ι ί ι + ' 3 Ι ) , 
VAe(o,i),v£e[o,i],V£eR, 
which shows that 
(1.15.21) / sup |/ф,
е
,е,А)|аА<2( ^ + 1 ) ( ( 1 / 2 - | б 2 | ) - 1 + ( 1 / 2 - | 5 2 + А з | ) _ 1 ) . 
JO s6[0,l] 
(ER 
Assuming A < — 1 , one still has | A | - 1 < \z\ < 1. Hence 
(1.15.22) \κμ,0,εξ,\)ζ«\ < (|(1 - ¿εξ)/(1 - ¿ελ0|θ2+'3 + 1)(1 - A)"1· 
· | λ | - 1 / 2 Ν' 3 < 
<(2|A|iSji + |A|iíj+S3i)|Ar3/2 
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and 
(1.15.23) |ζ 5 2 - i | ( i - λ ) - 1 μ Γ 1 / 2 < (|λ| | 321 + ι ) | λ Γ 3 / 2 
for each λ < - 1 , ε e [0,1], ξ 6 R. From (1.15.12), (1.15.22) and (1.15.23) one obtains 
the estimate 
(1.15.24) \K(s,e,i,X)\ < 3( |ЛГ 3 / 2 + Ы + \\\-3/2+\°i+"\), 
VA<-l,Vee[0,l],V{6R, 
which readily shows that 
(1.15.25) / sup | 7 i : ( . s , e , Ì ,À) |dÀ<3(( l /2 - | s2 | ) - 1 +( l /2- | s 2 + 53|)-1). 
J-oo £6[0,1] 
ie« 
If - К A < 0, it follows from (1.15.19) and (1.15.24) that 
(1.15.26) \Κ(',ε,ξ, λ)| < 3(\\\-1'2-^ + \Х\-^2-^+^), 
VA б (-1,0),Ve e [0,1], Ví 6 R, 
and this gives 
(1.15.27) / sup μ φ , ε , ί , λ ) Μ λ < 3 ( ( 1 / 2 - μ 2 | ) - 1 + ( ( 1 / 2 - μ 2 + 53|)-1). 
J-l г€[0,1] 
(ел 
Finally, from (1.15.18), (1.15.21), (1.15.25) and (1.15.27) one obtains 
(1.15.28) / sup | / φ , ε , ί , λ ) μ λ < ( 4 ν ^ + 1 0 ) ( ( 1 / 2 - μ 2 | ) - 1 + ( 1 / 2 - | 5 2 + 5 , | ) - 1 ) 
JK г€[0,1] 
«ей 
which, in view of the definition of K(s, ε, £, A) proves the estimate (1.15.6) where С,
г
,,3 
is defined by (1.15.5). о 
1.16. The restriction to {x = 0} operator will still be denoted TTQ. Thus, if u € S(R+) = 
{u = тг+еи,£и e S(R)}, then 
(1.16.1) TTQU = lim u(x) = u(0) = iu(0) = (2π)- 1 / fu(Ç)dÇ 
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(chicli obviously does not depend on the choice of the extension (u) 
The following result (see also [Frank I, III]) will be needed 
Theorem. Let s = ( Α Ι , ^ Μ ) € R3 bf зис^ thai 
(116 2) 52 + ? з > 1 / 2 
Then for each и 6 5(R+) and ε ξ (0,1], the estimates (1 9 3), (1 9 4) and (1 9 5), with 
\\u\\t·. instead of |M|(s)
 £, are valid These inequalities still hold if и £ H(3) E ( R + ) 
Proof. Let и 6 £(R+) and let eu € S^R) an extension of и to R Then Schwarz's 
inequality implies that 
(1 16 3) 2π|πο«| = | / Γη(ξ)άξ\ < | |¿ | | (- .) , e | |£u| | ( j ) i , 
Jos 
Hence, using also the fact that the norms (1 10 1) and (1 13 1) coincide, one gets 
(1 16 4) |*ou| < ( 2 π ) - 1 | | Α | | ( _ ί ) c inf ||<t*||(.) , = 
= ( 2 π ) - 1 | | ί | | ( _ 5 ) г | | и | | + ) і £ , VU € 5 (R + ) ,V e € (0,1] 
Using (1 16 4) and Lemma 1 7, one obtains the desired estimates which, in view of 
Lemma 1 1 1 , remain valid if u g #( s ) e(R+) о 




1.17. Let U be the open interval (0,1) and let C¿"(Í7) be the subspace of C ^ R ) whose 
elements have their support in U The completion of C£°(U) in the topology of 5(R) is 
denoted S(U), its dual S'(U) consists of the tempered distributions on U The Hahn 
Banach theorem implies for each и G S'(U) there exists an extension £u € 5'(R), thus 
(£u,ip) = (u,v?), V<¿> € S(U) Let πυ denote the restriction to U operator 




(U) if there exists an extension 
¿u £ S'(R), π
υ
ίυ, = tt, such that iu e Н{з) e (R) (see [Frank III]) The norm on tf(s) C(U) 
is given by 
(117 1) l l « l l H ( . ) . ( i / ) = 1 ° f l l f o l l « ( . , . W ' v u e Я ( 5 ) , ( [ / ) , 
where the infimum is taken with respect to all possible extensions of и to R Instead 






(; or simply, if it cannot cause any confusion, 
II llw.« " 
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1.18. Lemma. For each s G R3 and each ε G (Ο,εο], the space CX(U) is dense m 
Proof. Let и G H(
s
)ie{U) and let lu G #(a)i£([R) be and extension of и to R. By Lemma 
1.5, there exists a sequence {(u-n) С C ^ R ) such that 
(1.18.1) \\tu-tu
n
\\{,)it<\ln (n = 1,2,3,...). 
Hence the functions u
n
 = -Kijtun G C°°{U) (n = 1,2,3,...) satisfy 
(1.18.2) \\u - un\\(a)ie¡u < \\¿u-Íun\\iah£<l/n (η = 1,2,3,...) 
whence the Lemma. о 
1.19. The space H^E(UC) of distributions υ,ε G H(3)¡C(R) with support supp ιιε Ç 
V7 = R \ U, is a closed subspace of H{s)ie(R). If uc G Я ( а ), е(г7) and £uc G Я( а ) і г (К) is 
some fixed extension of и', •пціи' = uc, then 
(1-19-1) W^WH^.W) = i n f i l l * + «ІІя(.,..(і·) 
where the infimum is taken with respect to υ G H(S^S(UC). Thus Я(я) іС({7) is equipped 
with the norm of the factor space Я(
а
) ) £(К)/Я(з) і £(Ё7Г) and is itself isomorphic to this 
factor space. 
1.20. Let Vo e C 0 0 ^ ) be s\ich that φ
ΰ
(χ) = 0 if χ > 1 and i/>o(x) = 1 if χ < 0, 
and let Vi = 1 - Vo· For each ρ G C ^ R ) one has 9 = Vor1 + ViS3! ΙΙνΙΙί/^,Λϋ) < 
IIVOVII^.^.CK) + ll^i ІІ//(.,,,(R) < С|І ІІН(>),ЛИ)' where the last inequality is a conse­
quence of Lemma 1.6, С being a constant which does not depend on (p and ε G (0,1]. 
Thus, by Lemma 1.5, one has 
(1.20.1) | M | ( S ) , £ < lliMllí.), . + | | ΐ Μ Ι ( . ) . β < C | | u | | w , e , W G H ( í ) i e(R),Ve G (0,1]. 




£({7 с) one has UQ := Фоие G /Ì'(3)i£(R_) and Uj := φ\ΐιε G 
Я(.),«((1,оо)). 
1.21. Let фо G C 0 0 ( R ) be such that again 
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and let φ^χ) = 1 - ^о(а:), Vi e R. 
One defines the norm ||| · Ин,,,,(£/) o n ^(»),e(^) ω follows ([Frank III]): 
(1.21.2) І«Ін(.,.(і7) = {(IK+^ou | | J , , , ) 2 + ( ik+^i^ouKi - ^)11^),г)2}1/2, 
Vu 6 H{.U(U), 
where £0 stands for the extension by zero operator (which obviously may be replaced 
by any other extension operator). Let (.u 6 H(
s
)ie(R) be any extension of u to R. Then, 
by Lemma 1.6 and the fact that | |υ(1 - а:)||(л),
г
 = lkll(s),£) Vv € H(,)te(R), one has 
І
и
Ін(.,.(У) = {(\Moeu\\l)cY + (||π+(^1^)(ι - ¡οιβ),.)2}1'2 < 
<\Wu\k.U + WiWL-x)\\{.),,= 
= ΙΐνΌ |^|(>),£ + ІІ^ і^ иІІм.е < 
< С(з,ф0,фі)\\1и\\(ш)іг, Vu € Я ( , ) і в ( І / ) , 
where С(з,фо,фі) may depend only on β,φο,φχ. It follows that 
(1.21.3) М я , . , . . ^ ) < C ( a , ^ > i ) i n f ||¿«||(.).«, V« € Я ( і ) і 1 (СГ). 
Conversely, let ¿u be given by 
(1.21.4) £u = ¿ + u + £_u 
where 
(1.21.5) e+u = ^ ГІ^І - í£rS2(l - г£е)-аэП+(1 - ^ " ( l - «εΟ'^χ-ί^ο«, 
(1.21.6) <_« = ^ . . ( l - ιξ)-*{1 - геІГ^Е+(1 - »0"(1 - «О'·· 
• ¿ ^ ( ( ^ ¿ o u X l - i ) ) , 
then ¿ is a linear extension operator and 
ΙΙΗΙω,β < л^ (ІІ<+«ІІ?.),« + ll*-«ll?.),.)1/2 = ^Ыщ.и{иу 
Hence 
(1.21.7) inf \\eu\\Wie < т/2ЫНіі)Аи), VU e Я (. ) > С(У). 
From (1.21 3) and (1.21.7), one obtains the equivalence of the norms (1.21.2) and 
(1.17.1), uniformly with respect to ε € (0,1]. 
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Remark. Replacing φο,φι with ψ'0,ψ[ having the same properties, leads to a norm 
|| · \1ц ,щ which is equivalent to || • | | я ( . ^щ and hence to ||| · | | н ,щ, uniformly with 
respect to ε ε (0,1]. 
1.22. For σ £ R and ε > 0, the space CIT)e(3£/) consists of all functions фс : dU = 
{0,1} —» C, equipped with the norm 
(1-22.1) Wc.,.(au) = { Σ ε" 2 Ί^(χ ' ) | 2 } 1 / 2 · 
x'eau 
If it cannot cause any confusion, one writes f · ] ^ in place of [·]ς
σ
 ,(au)-
1.23. Let π^υ denote the operator of restriction to dU. Thus, if и G C 0 0 ^ ) , и = жціи, 
íu € C ^ R ) , then 
(1.23.1) {πουη){χ') = u{x') = ( 2 π ) - 1 / Ä ( 0 е х р ( і У О # . ^х' e dU. 
Jit 
The following theorem, which is an immediate consequence of Lemma 1.7 and Lemma 
1.18, shows that тгаи can be extended to an operator from H(a)¡c(U) into some trace 
space C<Tie(3i7) (with σ depending only on s), which is continuous, uniformly with 
respect to e G (0,1]. 
Theorem ([Frank III]). Let s = (βχ,82,83) 6 R3 be such that 
(1.23.2) аз + s3 > 1/2· 
Then there exists a constant С (which may depend only on 52,13) such that for each 
u
c
 G C 0 0 ^ ) and every ε G (0,1] the following estimates hold: 
(1.23.3) [τβϋΜΊ.,+.,-ι/ΐ,« < С К | | (
а
) ) г (s2 < 1/2) 
(1.23.4) k e i / u ' l . b . ^ C ' O o g e J ^ l l u ' l l j , ) , , (Α·2 = 1/2) 
(1.23.5) [πβι/u«],,,, < C | K | I ( J ) , £ (a2 > 1/2). 
The inequalities above remain valid if u £ G Н(„)
с
(и). (Note that in the case for 
(1.23.5) one obtains the embedding, uniformly with respect to ε ξ. (0,1], of C{U) in 
Н(о,з2,з3)Аи)·) 
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2. A SINGULARLY P E R T U R B E D BOUNDARY PROBLEM 
FROM T H E THEORY OF ELASTIC RODS 
T h e perturbed problem. 
2.1. The following singularly perturbed boundary problem (see, f.i., [Landau & 
Lifschitz]) is considered: 
(2.1.1) 
e
2D2{q2(x)D2uc(x)) + D2ue{x) = f(x), χ € U, 
u'ix') = φ'{χ') 
χ' e du, 
-D2ue(x') = φΙ(χ') ' 
where D = —id/dx and where q : U —> C, q € C00(Î7). (Of course, in the elasticity 
theory q is a real valued function.) 
Introducing the operator 
2n2 ,2n2 , n2 f п2\лГ (2.1.2) И1 = (e'D'q'D* + D',ж
ди
,пэи(-П')) 
where ( ) T stands for the transpose of the corresponding row-vector, problem (2.1.1) 
can be reformulated in the following way: 
(2.1.3) a«u« = ( / e , v î , ^ ) r . 
2 .2 . Let s = (si,.82,33) € R3 satisfy the condition 
(2.2.1) 1/2 < θ2 < 5/2, 62 + 33 > 5/2. 
Then, using also the trace theorem 1.23, one immediately finds 21г to be a linear operator 




(U) into the data space ÌCC, where 
(2.2.2) AC' = Я ( л і і а г _ 2 , в з _ 2 ) , е ( С 0 χ Ctl,€(dU) χ C.l+tt.s/2^dU), 
which is continuous uniformly with respect to ε S (Ο,εο]. 
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 a' = e
2D2q2D2 + D2 
is supposed to be an elliptic singular perturbation (see [Frank I]), the cllipticity condition 
in the case considered being stated in the following equivalent way: 
(2.3.2) R e g 2 ( x ) > 0 , Vz e ÏÏ. 
We use the same notation q for an extension to R of the function q above, having the 
following properties: 
(2.3.3) q : R - • C, 5 6 C0 0(R) 
(2.3.4) q2(x) = qi, + qo(x), Vx € R; q0 € C0°°(R) 
and 
(2.3 5) Req2(x) > R e g ^ , Vx 6 R, 
where (¡ΌΟ may be any complex number such that 
(2.3.6) 0 < R e g ^ < m i n R e g 2 ( x ) . 
Such an extension exists. Indeed, there exists an extension q · R —> C, q£ C 0 0 ( R ) such 
that πυ<ί = Я- (See, for instance, [Whitney], [Secley] and the references given theie.) 
Let Coo be any complex number satisfying condition (2.3.6) and let V Ό U be an open 
interval such that Reg^, < min Re ^ ( x ) . Furthermore, let φ Ç CQ0(R) be a nonnegative 
function having its support in V and such that φ(χ) = 1, Vx £ U. Then the function 
go : R -> C, go(x) = ( g ^ x ) - g ^ M * ) . V l ^ R, belongs to C ^ R ) , suppgo С V and 
Reg 0 (x) > 0, Vx € R. Thus, the extension g : R -> C, g 2 ( i ) = g^, + до(г), Vx e R, has 
the desired properties (2.3.3), (2.3.4) and (2.3.5), pointing out the fact that in view of 
(2.3 5), (2.3.6), taking the square root of g2 is a C00 operation. 
Obviously, the inequality 
(2.3.7) Reg(x) > ( R e g ^ ) 1 / 2 > 0, Vx G R, 
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is an immediate consequence of (2.3.5), (2.3.6). 
2.4. The singularly perturbed column operator 2l£ defined by (2.1.3) satisfies the 
coerciveness condition for linear singular perturbations ([Frank I, III]). For the case 
considered, this (algebraic) condition takes the form 
(2.4.1) í 2 ( m o d ( l + (-if ς(χ')ίξ)) φ 0, Vx' G ΒΌ. 
It is equivalent with the validity of a characteristic two-sided a priori estimate for 21г 
valid uniformly with respect to ε € (Ο,εο], provided εο has been chosen sufficiently small 
[Frank III]. 
T h e r e d u c e d p r o b l e m . 
2.5. The reduced problem (ε = 0) 
ГЯ (:г)=/0(х), i e t / , (2.5.1) < 
I u V ) = vìi*'). z 'edtf, 
can also be written in the form 
(2.5.2) a V ^ A ^ f 
where 
(2.5.3) 2 1 0 = ( Ζ > 2 , π 3 1 ; ) τ . 
Using the trace theorem 1.2 3, one immediately finds that 21° is a linear operator from 
the solution space H^tC(U) into the data space 
(2-5.4) W' = H(tlitt-ttU)i.(U) x C^AdV), 
which is continuous, uniformly with respect to ε e (0,eo]> provided the vectorial index 
s = (зі,52,8з) Ç. R satisfies the condition 
(2.5.5) 52 > 1/2, S2+S3 > 1/2. 
It has been proved that for s = ( з ^ З г ^ з ) satisfying (2.5.5), the linear operator 21° is 
invertible and its inverse is a linear operator from W into H(S):S(U) which is continuous 
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uniformly with respect to e € (Ο,εο). (See [Frank I], [Frank & Wendt IV] and [Frank IX] 
where also general coercive singular perturbations are considered.) Here an independent 
proof, using a technique from [Peetre], will be given. 
If S2 > 1/2 the following estimate holds: 
(2.5.6) \\u\\32<c,2(\\DMs,-2+ Σ И Х ' ) І ) ' VuetfS2(í/) 
х'еэи 
where #2(t/) is the classical Sobolev space and where C 3 2 denotes a constant which 
depends only on 32-
First one proves (2.5.6) for each и € Я,
г
({7) with ждии = 0. If (2.5.6) does not 
hold for every such u, then for each positive integer η there exists a function u
n
 G 
II37(U), iTguun = 0, such that | |un | | s 2 = 1 and ||.D2Un||j3-2 < 1/n. As the embedding 
Hs2-2(U) С HS2(U) is compact, there exists a subsequence of {"n}, denoted again by 
{u
n
}, and a distribution Moo 6 H3l-2(U)> such that | | u n — «00^2-2 —+ 0 (τι —• oc). 






, < | | u „ - U
m
| | S 2 _ 2 + | | I ' 2 U n - - D 2 " m | | 3 2 - 2 < | |"n-Wool|s 2-2 + 
Циоо - u
m
| | S 2 - 2 + | | ö 2 u n | | ä 2 _2 + | | í ) 2um | |S 2 -2 -» 0 (η ,m -> 00), i.e. {u n } is a Cauchy 
sequence in the Hilbert space HS2{U). Thus {un} converges in H32(U) and, in fact, un —> 
и«, in H32(U). Clearly Uœ is a continuous function, ||«оо||«2 = ^ m ll^nlUs ~ ^ a n ( ^i 
η —»oo 
moreover, | | D 2 u 0 O | | 3 2 _ 2 < | | I > 2 u n | | S 2 - 2 + \\D2(un -«00)11,2-2 < l/n+ | |u„ - κ « , ! ! , , -> 0 
(η —> oo), i.e. D2u00 = 0 in H32-2(U). Consequently, Uoo is a linear function. Since 
KduUn = 0 the assumption S2 > 1/2 along with the trace theorem in classical Sobolev 
spaces yields: \^au(uco — "„)[ < СЦ««, — и
п
\\3г —» 0 (η —> oc) so that nguUoo = 0. It 
follows that Uoo vanishes identically in U which contradicts the fact that ЦиооЦа, = 1· 
Secondly, one drops the assumption тгдии = 0. Then one has и = ( 1 — x ) u ( 0 ) + i « ( l ) + uo 
where ngu^o = 0 and uo satisfies (2.5.6). Consequently, 
Ниц., < ||i - *|Uu(o)| + |MUKi)| + Huoiu, < 
< c J 2 ( p 4 , | | S 2 _ 2 + Σ И*')\) = 
x'ÇOV 
= с
а 2(||і)2 и |и,-2+ Σ К*')!)-
This ends the proof of (2.5.6), which can be extended to spaces with vectorial index 
•9 = (si,S2,S3) 6 R3 satisfying (2.5.5). 
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F a c t o r i z i n g a n d r e d u c i n g o p e r a t o r s . 
2.6. Under the conditions (2.2.1), (2.3.2) it was shown in [Frank I] and in [Frank & 
Wendt III] (in the multidimensional case) that the singularly perturbed operator 21ε 
is invertible for each ε 6 (Ο,εο] and that the inverse operator (21 £ ) _ 1 is continuous, 
uniformly with respect to ε e (Ο,εο], provided εο is sufficiently small. In [Frank & 
Wendt III] this was done by constructing a factorizing operator Ίίε : е —* Κ.ε and 
a reducing operator Sc : tCe —* W £ (with K€ and W 1 defined by (2.2.2) respectively 
(2.5.4) in the case considered), such that for 7 satisfying 
(2.6.1) 0 < 7 < m i n { l , 5 / 2 - s 2 } 
the operators
 £ - T ( 2 1 £ - 7г г И 0 ) , ε-~<(ΤΖε5* - I d ) ,
 е
-
г(5еП' - Id) and
 е
- т ( 5 е 2 1 £ - 21°) 
are continuous (in the corresponding spaces), uniformly with respect to ε G (Ο,εο]. Неге 
Id stand for the identity operator (in the corresponding space). 
In fact, in the case considered, the factorizing and the reducing operator constructed in 
[Frank & Wendt III] take the following form: 
/тгсДі + г і ) 2 ) ^ 0 \ 
(2.6.2) К' = 0 Id 
V *βι/(-1) 0 / 
respectively 
Ofi^







 - v o, id, о ; · 
Here 





is a linear operator (Poisson operator) which is continuous uniformly with respect to 
ε € (0, εο] and (1 + ε 2 ? 2 Ζ ) 2 ) - 1 is the pseudo differential singular perturbation with the 
symbol (1 + e 2 g 2 f 2 ) - 1 , i.e. the following integral operator s€: 
(2.6.5) ( i V ) ( ï ) = (2e î (x ) ) - 1 / / ( у ) е х р ( - | і - у | / е
в
( і ) ) а у , Vx G R, 
where ƒ e L2(R) (see also [Frank IV, VIII].) 
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In [Frank IV], the operator Se was constructed in a natural way by inverting the operator 
7ic with a freezed coefficient q(x), i.e. by solving the following boundary value problem 
with constant coefficients on R+: 
L π0υ — -ψ2 
= r 
where / e G # ( 3 ΐ ι , 2 _ 2 ι ί , 3 _ 2 ) , £ ( Η + ) and φε2 £ Cä l+32_5/2,£ · Ь [Frank & Wendt III] a 
formula for S€ is indicated in the case of a general coercive singular perturbation acting 
on the solution space #(a) i £(ï7) (U being a bounded domain in Rn with a smooth 
boundary dU) with values in the corresponding data space /C£. 
In the case considered, it turns out to be convenient to choose slightly different 







(2.6.7) TV = 
for then the factorization is exact: 
(2.6.8) a c = ТГИ 0 . 
Of course, the operators defined by (2.6.2) respectively (2.6.7) differ only by some small 
operator ε • Qc, where Qc is a linear operator from W 1 into /C£, which is continuous 
uniformly with respect to ε € (0, eo]. 
Instead of (2.6.3) one defines 
(2.6.9)
 s . = i(l-iruE'naU)Ml + e29iD2)-1e, 0, -π
ν
Ε*\ 







 H('u*2-2,°s-2),ÁU) -* H(sU32-2,!,3-2)AK)i 
(2.D.1U) 
Xuiu = U, Vu e # (
ί ΐ ι ί 2 _ 2 ί , 3 _ 2 ) , ε ( [ / ) , 
which is continuous, uniformly with respect to б € (0,1]. 
The following theorem (see [Frank & Heijstek IV]) shows that different choices of exten-
sion operators (2.6.10) lead to minor changes in Se in the following sense: if £i and £2 
are two such extension operators and S*, respectively Sf are the corresponding reducing 
operators (defined by (2.6.9) with £ replaced by £1 respectively £2), then e _ 1 ( S j — SJ) 
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is a linear operator from ICe into WE which іь continuous uniformly with respect to 
ε 6 ( 0 , ε 0 ] 
2.7 Theorem. Let q be ач m section 2 3 and let Εε be qiven by (2 6 4) Then {от each 
к Ç. R and s = (si,S2,S3) € R3 satisfying the condition 
(2 7 1) S2 < l/2<S2+s3+k 
the linear operator 
(2 7 2) ( І - т г и Я е и Э М і + е У О 2 ) - 1 H(t)it(Vc) ^ H(.l+li.lilt+k) t(U) 
is continuous, uniformly with respect to ε G (Ο,εο] 
Proof. If и g Л'( 9) і £([/ ( :), one has и = u+ + u_ where u_ € ^( j ) e(R_) and u + 6 
£Γ(4) ι ί((1,οο)) and, moreover 
ІМІН(.) л«) ^ ІІ^+ІІн,.) л«) + II U -IIH(.) .с«) ^ ciMlfft.).(«) 
with С a constant which does not depend on и , и + , и _ , е (See section 1 20 ) Hence it 
suffices to prove for the distributions u± above, the estimate 
(2 7 3) | |(1 - KuE'narfMl + e V ^ T ^ i l U ^ . , . ,+», .(υ) ^ 
< С | | и ± | | Н ( . ) Л И ) , Ve e (Ο,εο], 
with a constant С = C(s2,.S3,g,£0) к) We shall consider the case for u-, the case for 
U+ is the same since the substitution 1 — χ —• χ transforms this case into one for (some) 
One has 
(2 7 4) | |(1 -*
v
E'*au)Ml + е Л 2 Г 1 « - І І н ( . 1 + 1 ., . 3 + t ) . W < 
< | | π + ( 1 - ££7Го)(1 + ^ ç 2 ^ 2 ) - 1 « - ! ! ^ . ^ , .2 J ï + 4 ) , ( й + ) + 







«-||Я ( л 1 + 1,,2,3з+*), г((-оо,1)), 
where 
(2 7 5) (^,¥?)(х) = ехр(-|х-х'|Д?(ж')) . (х,х') € R+ χ at/.Vy» e С, 
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and where π + , π _ , π ο and πι are the operators of restriction to R+, (—oo,l), {0} and 
{1} respectively. 




7r+(l + £ V - D ) w- =(l/2)ir+s+(x,eD)u-, 
(2.7.7) 3+(x,eD) = (1 + ieqD)-1 = Ορ*+(χ,εξ) = 
= ?-2.
χ
3+(χ,ε0^ς = Г£г{1 + ieq{x)i)-1rx^(. 
Furthermore, 









α(χ, ί. η) = q{x)s+(x, 0S+(X, η), ν(χ, ξ, η) e R3 
Ορ(α(χ,ξ,η))η- = (2%)~1Jr~¿x / Τ
ν
-„,α(χ,ξ,η)η^)αη. 
π+.8+(χ,εΖ?)Μ_ = ε π + Ο ρ ( α ( ι , ε ξ , ε » 7 ) ) « -
π + 5 + ( 0 , ε Ι ) ) ΐ ί _ = ε π + Ο ρ ( α ( 0 , ε ί , гг/))и_ = 
= π+.Ε£πο3+(0,ε.ο)ΐί_. 
(1 - π + ί ; ο ' π ο ) π + ( 1 + ¿ f D ^ u - = 
= (l/2)n+(s+(x,£D) - s+(0,eD))u- = 
= (1/2)επ+Ορ(α(χ,εξ,εη) - α(0,εξ,εη))υ,- = 




(2.7.12) α(1)(Χ,ξ,η) = (-ι3/δχ)α(χ,ξ,η) = 
= -ς(1)(χ)3+(χ,ξ)3+(χ,η)+ 
+ q(i)(x)s2+(x,Os+(x>,l)+ 
+ q(1)(x)s+(x, ζ)3ΐ(χ,η), V(x, ζ, η) ER3. 
Wre are going to show that 
(2.7.13) | | π + Ο ρ ( χ α ( 1 ) ( < χ , ε ί , ε ν ) ) « - | | Η ( . ι . > 2 , ί „ + 4 ) , . ( » + ) < C | | t i _ | | W ( j ) i . ( B ) , 





(ίχ,εξ,εη)= ^ а;а,(<х,е$,ет/), ν (χ ,ζ ,τ ; , ε , ί ) € R3 χ (Ο,εο] x [0,1], 
J = l ,213 
where 
( αι(χ,ζ,η) = -ς(1)(χ)3+(χ,ξ)3+(χ,η), α·ΑΧ,ξ,η) = Я(і)(х)^+(х,0^+(х^)^ 
аз(х,С, )= q(i)(x)s+{x,()s2+(x^), V(x , í , 7 ? ) eR 3 . 
In order to prove (2.7.13) it suffices to show that 
(2.7.16) π+ΟρΙχα^χ,εξ,εη)) G Н о т ( Я ( , ) і , ( П _ ) , Я ( , 1 і „ і „ + ц > 1 ( Н + ) ) , j = 1,2,3, 
uniformly with respect to (ε,<) G (Ο,εο] x [0,1]. 
We shall treat the case for j = 1 in detail; the cases for j — 2 and j = 3 can be dealt 
with in a similar manner. 
Denoting 
(2.7.17) φ(χ) = -(2π)-^{1)(χ) f 3+(χ,εη)ΰ-{η)άη, V(x, e) G R x (Ο,εο], 
and 
(2.7.18) w(tx,x/e) = ^ . ( w + i t e . e O ) = 
= Η(χ)(χ/ες(ίχ))βχρ(—χ/ες(ίχ)), 
V ( X ^ , * ) G R χ(0,εο] x [0,1], 
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one has, thanks to Lemma 1.6, 




<inf \\<р{іх)еж+і (іх,х/е)\\Ніііі,2,з+к)Ла) < 




V(£,t)6(0, £ o]x[0,l], 
with TV being the least integer such that 
(2.7.20) N > max{2 -s2+s3 + k, |θ 2 | + h + к - 1| + 1} 
and with С denoting a constant which is independent from u_ € H^te(R-) and (ε,ί) G 
(0,£о]х[0,1]. 
For estimating ||x+u)(ix, х/г) | |н ( М і Ж 2 і . 3 + 1 ) і,(ц+), consider 
(2.7.21) Ц х , ρ) = (p/q{x)) exp(-p/q(x)). 
Using Taylor's formula 
(2.7.22) w(x,p)= ^ («)V0"!)«'ü)(0,í»)+ 
0<]<m 
+ [ (іх)т+1(1- )т/(т\)ю(т+1)(9х,р)а , m = 0,1,2,..., 
Jo 
where 
(2.7.23) wb)(x,p) = (-id/dxyw(x,p), Ч(х,р) E R2+: j = 0,1,2,..., 
one finds 
(2.7.24) | | π + ω ( < χ , χ / ε ) | | Η ( Μ ^ . 3 + 4 ) ί ( Β + ) < 
< ^ ll'r+(^)J/(i!b,)(o)xA)||W(M,.2,.8+M,.(ll+)+ 
0<)<m 
+ | | х + / І ( г < х Г + 1 / ( т ! ) ( 1 - < ? Г · 
Jo 
• w(m+l)(etx, х/е)а \\Ні,іг_іші+к)Лл^, 
V(£, í) € (0, eo] x [0,1], m = 0,1,2,. . . 
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The following estimate holds: 
(2.7.25) h+iitxy/iP-HA^MW^,.^,.^) < Се>+11*-*-\ 
ν(ε, ί)€(0,εο]χ[0,1], 
where С may depend only on 62,53,?, ¿,εο and j . 
If І = 0 , then 
(2.7.26) | | т + і«(0, і/е) | |д ( . і і . і і . і + к ) і . ( В + ) = 
= | | ε- '4Ι+(1 -ií)°\\ -ietY*+kFx^í0*+{xleq{Q))· 
•ехр(-а:/е5(0))||
І2(И) = 
= | |ε-'4Ι+(1 - ІІ)'\\ - ietY*+keqm\ + ¿ £ 9 ( 0 ) O - 2 | | L 2 W . 
Note that 
(2.7.27) (1 + íeq(x)Í)-x = 2(1 - ¿ε
ί
(χ)0" 1 (1 + « « ( і ) О " 1 - (1 - щШГ1 
and 
(2.7.28) (1 - ¿O- 'U + ¿egíx)^)"1 = (1 + « « ( ι ) ) " ^ ! - « Ό " ^ 
+ ε?(χ)(1 + е д ^ Г Ч і + ¿««(¡с)?)"1 
for each (χ, ξ, ε) 6 R2 χ (Ο,εο]. 
Hence, using assumption (2.3.2) and Lemma 1.7, one has 
(2.7.29) | | П + е - Ч 1 - ¿0 i 2( l - ¿eO' ,+*(l + « i W O ' M U ^ t ) = 
= | |П+е-'*(1 - ¿0S2(1 - ¿eO* ,+*2M(l - ¿е«(0)О"М-
•(l + ¿£g(0)O-1||L2(B) = 
= | | n+ £ - J l ( l - ¿Í) ,2+;V(1 - г '£0 а з + А :2м(1 - ieq(0)()-MeNqN(0)-
•(í+eq{0)rN(l-^ieqmr1\\L2(K)< 
< C(q(0),M>N)\\eN-'4O"+N(eO"+k-M-1\\L2m < 
< C(q(0),M,N,32,S3 + fc,εo)e-1/a-,l-J^ Ve e (Ο,εο], 
where Ν is the least integer such that 
(2.7.30) 5 2 + Λ Γ > - 1 / 2 
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and M is the least integer such that 
(2.7.31) S2 + N + s3 + k-M-l<-l/2. 
(Note that, in view of condition 2.7.1, one has M > N + 1 > 1.) 
Squaring both sides of the identities (2.7.27), (2.7.28), yields: 
(2.7.32) (1 + ίες(χ)ξ)-2 = 4(1 - ίες(χ)ξ)-2(1 + іед(х)(У2-
- 4(1 - <£ д ( і ) 0 " 2 ( 1 + ¿£? (г Ю _ 1 + 
+ (1 - ieqixK)-1, V(i, {, ε) e R2 χ (0, eo], 
respectively 
(2.7.33) (1 - ¿ « " ' ( I + i e î ( x ) 0 ' a = (1 + ^(х)Г\і - ι ί ) " 2 + 
+ е (я!)(1 + «ΐ(*)Γ2(1 + ¿εφ)0 _ 2 + 
+ 2eq(x)(l + eq(x))-2(l - ίξ)-1^ + ίες(χ)ξ)-'1. 
Using these identités, the ellipticity condition (2.3.2) and Lemma 1.7, one finds 
(2.7.34) | |ε-' ιΠ+(1 - ¿0"(1 - z^)J3+^?(0)(l + іея№Г2\\ьм < 
< C(q(0),S2,S3 + fc,eo)£"1/2"Jl"J2, Ve 6 (Ο,εο], 
which estimate is equivalent to (2.7.25) for the case j = 0. Similarly, one proves (2.7.25) 
for the cases j — 1,2,3 . . . 





{x,e) = [ ( ¿x) m + 1 / (m!) ( l - )тт
 {т+1)( х,х/£)<1 
Jo 
and let M be the least integer such that 
S2 + S3 + к < M + 1. 
Note that, in view of (2.7.1), M is a nonnegative integer. 
Then 
(2.7.36) | |7r+Fm(<z,*£) | |„ ( i i i > 2 , .8 + i , . (R+) < l |T+í ,m(íx,íe) | |H ( l i i l i J l f , i . ( B +) < 
< C(M)e-1 { |k+FT O( i i , te) l l t 1(B+)+ 





(See section 1.13.) 
Now, 











, ( е , < ) е ( 0 , е о ] х [ 0 , 1 ] , 
(2.7.38) | | T + I > , F m ( t i ) t e ) | | b j ( B + ) < C 2 e m + 1 / 2 , V(e,t) e (O.eo] x [0,1] 
and 
(2.7.39) \\7r+eMD^+iFm(tx,te)\\L,{K+) < С з £ т + 1 / 2 , V(e><) e (0,eo] x [0,1], 
where C j , C2 and C3 are constants which may depend only on 82,83 + k,q,m and £o· 
Thus, choosing for m the least integer such that 
(2.7.40) m > -З2 
one obtains from (2.7.36), (2.7.37), (2.7.38) and (2.7.39): 
(2.7.41) | |w + F m ( t e , t e ) | | J / ( . i i . i i . i + è ) i . ( l l + ) < Ce1'2-'*-", V(e,t) € (O.ÊO] x [0,1], 
with С being a constant which may depend only on S2, S3 + k, q and εο· 
From (2.7.24), (2.7.25), (2.7.35) and (2.7.41) one obtains the estimate 
(2.7.42) | | 7 г + Ц і х , * / е ) | | Н ( м <2r .3+à) ,c(B+) < C e 1 / 2 - " " ' 2 , V(e,t) e (O.eo] x [0,1], 
where С may depend only on 82,93 + k,q and EQ. 
We proceed by estimating e 1 / 2 - J l - * 2 | D J < ^ ( x ) | , j = 0,1,.. .,JV + 1, φ being given by 
(2.7.17) and N being defined by (2.7.20). Prom the identity (2.7.27), the trace theorem 
1.9 along with the condition (2.7.1) one finds that for j = 0 ,1 ,2 , . . . holds: 
(2.7.43) e ^ - ' - ' p M * ) ! = ( 2 π ) - ν / 2 - ι - » | / DÍ ( í ( 1 ) (* ) í + ( i , e 4 ) ) Í Í - (7 , )A , | = 
= ( 2 π ) - 1
ε
1 / 2 - « > - ^ 2 " | / ^ ( ^ ^ ( χ Κ ί χ , - ε τ , ^ + ί χ , ε τ , ) ) ^ ^ ) ^ ! < 
< C | | e - 4 0 , , ( e 0 ' , + * o î ( î ( i ) ( x ) 4 ( i , - £ O - + ( i , e O ) î - ( O l l L , ( t ) < 
< C 8 u p { c O * P î ( « ( i ) ( i K ( x , - e O - + ( i . € 0 ) l l l « - l l » ( . ) . W ^ 
^
 c
 Σ ΙΪ(Ρ+Ι)(*)Ι llu-ll«(.),.(«). v i 1 · 6 ) e R x (Μ. 
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where Ç(p+i) = Dp+1q, ρ = 0,1,. . . , where η denotes the least integer such that 
(2.7.44) n>max{0,Jfc-l} 
and where С stands for a constant which does not depend on u- € ίΓ(9)ι£(Κ_), χ € R 
and e 6 (Ο,εο]-
From (2.7.19), (2.7.42) and (2.7.43) with η satisfying (2.7.44), one obtains (2.7.16) for 
the case j = 1. As it was mentioned before, the proof of (2.7.16) for the cases j = 2 
and j = 3 is similar to the one for .7 = 1. 
Thus, estimate (2.7.13) is proved. From (2.7.11), (2.7.13) one gets 
(2.7.45) Μΐ-π+Εξπ^+ίΙ+εΎΌ3)-1*-^,.,..,^**) $ 
<ε sup \\π+Ορ(χα(ι)(ίχ,εξ,εη))η-\\Η (я )< 
0<t<l 
< Се\\и.\\
Ніі)іЛЮ, Vu- e Н(.и(Н-), е € (Ο,εο], 
where the constant С does not depend on υ,- and ε. 
The second term on the right-hand side of (2.7.4) is exponentially small. Indeed, one 
has 
(2.7.46) ir+(l + e2q2(l)D2)-1u- = (1/2)я-+в+(1,еІ>)и_ = 
= (4π)- 1 π + 5 ·-^ Ι / ε9(1)3+(1,εξ)3+{1,εη)ΰ-{η)άη = 
= (47г)-17г+ехр(-л:/гс(1)) / 8+(1,εηβ-(η)αη = 
= (4π)- 1 2"π + 6 χρ(- 3 ; /ε5(1)) / 34.{1,-εη)8+{1,εη)ΰ-{η)<1η, 
Js 
where s+(x,eD) is given by (2.7.7) and where (2.7.8), (2.7.27) have been used. Hence, 
if η is the least integer satisfying (2.7.44), one obtains 
(2.7.47) Wn-Efail + е У д а Т ' и - Ц . ^ . . , . . , * * , , ^ ! , « » ) ) = 
= ll»-EflU (< l+ l , . l i . ,+á) . .(i\[i.oo))ki(l+£2í2(l)I>2)-1ii- | = 
= ||ir+ ехр(-х/св(1)) | |
Н ( . і + 1 і . і і . з + 4 ) і,(ц+ ) · 
. I M i + e V í i ) ^ ) - 1 « - ] ^ ! ! ^ 
< Се-Ч2-1-'\ек (-1/
ед
(.1))\\ J 3Ϊ(1,-εη)3+(1,εη)ΰ-(η)<ίη\ < 
<Ce-1\exp(-l/£q(l))\\\u-\\H(t)AKh 
Vu- e H(,U(R-), Ve e (0,eo], 
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( Н _ ) and ε Ε (Ο,εο]· Of course, here also the ellipticity condition (2.3.2) is heavily 
used. 
The estimates (2.7.4), (2.7.45) and (2.7.47) prove that inequality (2.7.3) for u_. As it 
was pointed out before, the argument for u + is exactly the same, and that ends the 
proof of Theorem 2.7. о 
Remark. Replacing on the right-hand side of the first inequality in (2.7.43) the factor 




 w h e r e
 1 s a t i s f i e s 
(2.7.48) «2 + 7 < 1/2, 
one gets the conclusion that the linear operator 
(2.7.49) (1 - π
υ
Ε
Ι 7 Γ 9 1 , ) π υ ( 1 + e V D 2 ) " 1 • . Я ( . 1 _ 7 і 1 1 + 7 і . І _ . г ) і е ( С И -• 
fi'(íi + l , » j , » 3 + * ) . e ( ^ ) 
is continuous, uniformly with respect to e ε (0, εο]-
2.8 L e m m a . ([Schur]). Suppose К : R2 —> С is a measurable function such that 
(2.8.1) [ \K{4,T)\dT<C, V7?eR, 
JR 
and 
(2.8.2) ί \Κ(η,τ)\άη < C, V r e R , 
JR 
where С denotes a constant which does not depend on η, т. 
Then the following estimate holds: 
(2.8.3) || ƒ Κ(η, T)u(T)dT\\L2iK) < C | M | M B ) , Vu e L 2 (R), 
with С as above. 
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Proof. See, for instance, [Dunford & Schwartz]. Here, we only sketch the proof. From 
Schwarz' inequality and Fubini's theorem follows that 
ƒ | / Κ(η,τ)η(τ)άτ\2άη < [([ \K(V, г ) | | и ( г ) | а г ) 2 ^ < 
< i(f \K(
n
,T)\dr [ |7^,T) | |u(r) | 2 dr)dr, < 
^R JR J« 
< С Í [ |A'(r,,T)||u(r)|2dTd77 < C2 f \и{т)\2<1т, 
JR Ja JIB 
for each и S L2(R). о 
2.9. The following theorem is a specific case of the corresponding result from [Frank III], 
[Frank к Wendt I]. 
Theorem. Let q : R —^  С be as in section 2.3. Then for each s = (si,82,83) € R3 the 
operator 
(2.9.1) ρ(χ,εο) = ((1 +e2q2(x)D2)-l(l + e2q2D2) - 1) : tf(j)i,(R) -> 
is continuous, uniformly with respect to ε G (Ο,εο]. 
Proof. One denotes 
(2.9.2) a(x,cD) = Ορα(ι,εΟ = ^^{χ,εζ)^ 
where 
(2.9.3) α ( χ , 0 = (1 + 9 2 ^ ) ί 2 Γ 1 , V(x,OeR 2 . 
Furthermore, one writes 
(2.9.4) j(x,eD) = Opj(x,eÇ) 
where 
(2.9.5) Í(x,f) = l + 9 2 Wí 2 . V(x,OeR 2 . 
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Then 
(2.9 6) ρ(χ,εΖ>) = O p a o O p j - O p ( a j ) . 
Let 
(2.9.7) «=o(0 = (l + 9Lí2)"1-
(2.9.8) J00(0 = l+4U2, V^ëR 
and 
(2.9.9) ao(*.0 = a ( * . 0 - a e o ( 0 . 
(2.9.10) ; O ( I , Í ) = J ( * , 0 - J O O ( 0 , v ( i , O e ! 
Then 
(2.9.11) O p a o O p j 0 0 - O p ( a j 0 0 ) = 0, 
so that 
(2.9.12) p(x, εϋ) = Op OQ о Op jo - Op (aojo)+ 
+ Op a,» о Op j 0 - Op («wo)· 
Hence it suffices to show that 
(2.9.13) Οραο oOpjo - Op(aojo) 
and 
(2.9.14) OpoeooOpjo-Opíaeojo) 
are linear operators from #(s)ie(R) into JÏ(Jl+1| iJ i43+i) ie(R) which are continuous, uni-
formly with respect to ε € (Ο,εο]. First, we consider the operator (2 9.13). One has, for 
и € CS°(R): 
(2.9.15) ^«..„((Op αο о Op jo - Op (aojo))") = 








the hat above ao and jo denoting the partial Fourier transform with respect to χ G R. 









V ( £ , r ) e ( 0 , e o ] x R 
and 
V(£,77)G(0,£o]xR, 
where Ci and C2 are constants which do not depend on (ε,τ) rospectively (ε, η). 
The symbol 6 defined by 
(2.9.19) 60r,O =
 α
ο(χ,ξ)α^(ξ) = (ql - ϊ 2 ( χ ) ) ί 2 ( 1 + чЧ^Г1 = 
= -9o(x)e2(l + ? 2 ( ^ 2 ) - 1 , V(x,í)GR2 , 
satisfies the following estimates: 






Vx G R.VCe.r.Tj) G (Ο.εο] x R2, 




{ετ) - α^εη))] < 
< Cq,a,N,t0(xrN£\r - η\(ε(τ + η))(ετ)-2(εη)-2, 
VxGR,V(e,r,77)G(0,
e
o] χ R2, 
VJV = 0,1,2,. . . ,Va = 0,1,2, . . . 
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where the elhpticity condition (2 3 5), (2 3 6) has also been used Hence, the symbol ao 
satisfies the estimate 
(2.9 22) \0°(α0(χ,ετ)-αο{χ,εη))\< 
< \D^(b(x,£T) - δ(τ,ε7?))<ΐοο(ετ)| + 






С0(хГ*е\т - ηΜτ + η))(ετ)-2(εη)-2, 
VieR,V(
e
,r,7 7)e(0,£o] xR2,VAr = 0,l,2,...,Va = 0,l,2, . . 
and from this one gets 




( ν ) _ Ν ε | ^ - Мт + η))(ετ)"2(εη)'2, 
Vi g Н, (е,т,ч) 6 (Ο,εο] х Н2, ЛГ = 0,1,2,. . 
It is clear that 
(2 9 24) |?о( ,е»?)І<С,,м( )-МЕ , 
Vy e R,V(e,»/) e (Ο,εο] x R,VM = 0,1,2,... 
Prom (2 9 16, (2 9 23) and (2 9 24) one obtains the estimate 
(2 9 25) \Κ(ε,η,τ)\< ( \α0{η - Ι,εη) -20(7? - ξ , ε τ ) | | 7 ο ( ί - τ,ετ)\άξ < 
J BS 
< CgiW,Af,«.e|T - чІ((ет) + (ε7?))(ετ)-2(ε7?)-2ε2τ2. 
/ ( » 7 - 0 " w ( e - T ) - M d e , 
J* 
V ( £ , r , 7 / ) e ( o , £ o ] x R 2 , 
WV = 0,1,2, ,VM = 0 , 1 , 2 . . . 




















if JV is chosen to be the least integer such that 
(2 9 27) j v > | í 2 | + | í j - l | + 3 
and M = І + 2 This proves (2 9 17) with C\ being a constant which may depend 
only on S2,á3,g and Co Using (2 9 25) again, one similarly proves (2 9 18) Thus, the 
operator (2 9 13), acting from #( , )
 £(IR) into .H( J l+] S2 iS3+1) e(IR) is continuous, uniformly 
with respect to ε € (0, εο] 
Now, we consider the operator (2 9 14) For и £ C,¿>°(R), one has 
(2 9 28) ^ « - , ( ( О р а о о o Opjo - O p i a ^ j o ) « ) = 
= (2 1 r)- 1 [ К{е,Ът)Ъ(т)с1т, 
Jtx 
where 
(2 9 29) K(e, η, τ) = (α^εη) - α
χ




Using Lemma 1 5 and Lemma 2 8 again, it suffices to show that (2 9 17), (2 9 18) hold 
for the kernel К defined by (2 9 29) Since 
(2 9 30) loooto) - Μ ε τ ) ! < С,..
 £ ο ε |τ - η\({ετ) + (εη))(ετ)-2{εη)-2, 
ν ( ε , τ , 7 7 ) £ ( 0 , ε ο ] χ Β 2 , 
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one has, using also (2 9 24), 
(2 9 31) ΙΑ'ίε,τ,, r ) | < Cg¡N Coe\r -
 η
\((ετ) + (εη))(ετ)"2(ετ?)"2 
( r - ^ - V r 2 ^ 
< CqMc<íe(r - ι ? ) 1 - " « « - ) + (εη))(εη)-2, 
(е, ,т) е(0,ео] х R2,VM = 0,1,2, 





'° L ^ ( I S ! ) S 3 " 1 ( r - η)1~Ν^τ)+^»^-1 *» * 
= C S 2 S 3 ? , N f 0 [(η)Μ+*"-"+2-NdV, 
V(e , r )G(ü , £ o]xR 2 > ViV = 0 , l , 2 ) 
Choosing for І the least integer satisfying (2 9 27), the estimates (2 9 32) prove (2 9 17) 
with Ci being a constant which may only depend on S2,S3,q and £o Using again 
(2 9 31), with iV as above, and Peetre's inequality, one similarly proves (2 9 18) with C2 
being a constant which may only depend on 52^3,9 and εο 
Thus, the operator (2 9 14), which acts from H(,)iC(R) into Н^ІІІ+1аіаз+1-) г (В), is con­
tinuous, uniformly with respect to e e (Ο,εο], and that ends the proof of Theorem 2 9 
о 
2.10 Corollary. For each 7 e [0,2], the operator 
p{x,eD) = (\+s2q2(x)D2rl(l+e2q2D*) - 1, V(x,e) e R χ (Ο,εο], 
is continuous, uniformly with respect to ε G (Ο,εο] 
Proof. See the proof of Theorem 2 9, especially the right-hand side of the first inequality 









should bc utilized. 
о 
Again, the following two theorems are specific cases of the corresponding results in 
[Frank III], [Prank & Wendt I]. 
2.11 Theorem. Lei q : R —> С be as in section 2.8. Then for each s = (51,32,53) £ R3 
the operator 
(2.11.1) p(x,tD) = ((l+e2q2(x)D2)(l + e2q2D2)-1 - l ) : tf(s),£(R) —> 
is continuous, uniformly with respect to ε Ε (Ο,εο]· 
2.12 Theorem. Let q : R —> С òe as in section 2.3. Then for each s — ( ^ .82,53) g R3 
the operators 
(2.12.1) 1 + e2q2(x)D2 : tf(i),,(R) —-» Я ( , 1 > . а і „ _ 2 ) , е ( Н ) ) 
(2.12.2) (1 + e2q2(x)D2)-1 : tf(i),e(R) —» Н(.1іІЗі.я+2),е{Н), 
are continuous, uniformly with respect to ε € (Ο,εο]· 
Proof. The continuity, uniformly with respect to ε € (Ο,εο], of the operator (2.12.1) 
follows immediately from Lemma 1.6. 
For proving (2.12.2), note that since 
(2.12.3) (1 + e V W í T 1 = (1 + e2gUTl - (?2(*) - ¿>)(1 + eVtoÉT 1 · 
•O + e W r W , V(a;,í,£)eR2x(0,eo] 
and since it is assumed that the cllipticity condition (2.3.5), (2.3.G) is fulfilled, it is 
evidently sufficient to prove that the operator 
(2.12.4) p(x,£D) = qo(x)(l + £2q2(x)D2)-1:H(a)iC(R)^HÍ3u32^+2)¡c(R) 
with qo • Я —* C, qo G С^Щ), qo(x) = q2(x) — ¿lo. Vi 6 C, the function appearing in 
section 2.3, is continuous, uniformly with respect to ε g (Ο,εο]. 
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Denote 
(2 12 5) р ( т , 0 = 9 о ( х ) ( 1 + 9 2 ( ^ 2 ) - 1 , V(x,OeR 2 
Then 
(212 6) № ( * , 0 I ^ c9,a,N{*)-N{t)~2, v(».0 e R2, 
Л
Г
 = 0,1,2, ,Va = 0,1,2, 
Hence 
(2 12 7) |p(y,OI = Ι^,^,ρίι,ΟΙ < C,,iv(i/)-N(0"2; 
V(v,OeR2,VJV = o,i,2, 
and therefore, using (2 12 7) and Peetrc's inequality, one has 
(2 12 8) | |p(x,eD)u||H (.1. ï.a+ï).(«) = 
= (2π)- 1 | | Í (η)'2(εη)^+2ρ{η - T,£T)£-s^{T)dT\\LìW < 
Jm 
< Cs2ls> í.iv.JI / (ч - r ) ^ l + ^ + 2 l - N £ - s ' (r)"( er)*»C(T)dr| |L j ( l l) = 
= σ.,,,,,,,ΛΓ,.,ΙΙ / ( Т ) Ы + І " + 2 І - " £ - " (τ? - r )"( £ (r , - г)) ' · 
и(»?-т)сгг| |
І 2 ( и ) < 
< С,, „.,,ΛΓ
 е о
 / (T)M^»+2\-»dT\\u\\Hi>) л ю , 
JK 
VUgC0 0 0(R),Ve€(0,eo],ViV = 0 , l , 2 , , 
where in the last estimate Minkowski's inequality for integrals has been used Choosing 
for TV the least integer satisfying 
(2 12 9) N>\s2\ + \a3+2\ + l, 
one obtains 
(2 12 10) | |p(i,eD)u||„ ( м , г , з + 2 ) і ( И ) <C, 2 ) i 3 ,,,JM|„ ( # ) л и ) , 
\/иеС^(Н),\/ее(0,е0] 
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From (2 12 10) and Lemma 1 5 one obtains the continuity, uniformly with respect to 
ε G (0, ε0] of the operator (2 12 4), and that completes the proof of Theorem 2 12 
2.13 Theorem. Let q R —+ С be as tn section 2 3 and let s = (5і,52,«з) € R3 Then 
the Poisson operator πυΕ' defined by (2 6 4) is continuous, uniformly with respect to 
e e ( 0 , £ o ] 
Proof. It is obviously sufficient to show that 
(2 13 1) W^u«p(-x/eî(0))||„(<)
 л и ) < Се-^-'^1\Че 6 (Ο,εο], 
with С being a constant which may depend only on 52,·53)<?(0) and £o One has, using 
(2 3 2) and (2 7 29) (with к = 0) 
(2 13 2) huv4>{rxfcq{p))\\HM¿u)< 
< | |
т + е х р ( - х / е < / ( 0 ) ) | | н ( < ) , ( | | + ) = 
= |5(0)|ε-ί1+1||Π+(1 - tO"(l - ieO"(l + тШУ' IU2w < 
< С(д(0) ,М,І ,
а 2 , 5 з , г 0 ) £ І / 2 - а 1 - і г , £ € (Ο,εο], 
where N is the least integer such that 
(2 13 3) s 2 + A T > - l / 2 
and M is the least integer such that 
(2 13 4) 52 + N + s3 - M < 1/2 





W ( j ) i £ as follows (See [Frank I], [lYank к Wendt III]) 
(2 14 1) £ ( , ) , = Я ( а ) , г ( [ / ) χ С в 1 . .(ötf) χ C . l + . t _ 1 / 2 ¿du), 
(2 14 2) W ( f) i . = H(s) e(U) χ CSue(dU) 
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Hence £(3 l i i ) 2_2,S 3-2),e = ^ ε , VV'(äliJ2_2,S3),£ = We, with ΚΙε respectively W 1 defined by 
(2.2.2) respectively (2.5.4). 
R e d u c t i o n theorem. 
2.15. The following theorem is a specific case of the corresponding result in [Frank & 
Wendt III], [Ггалк L· Wendt IV]; however, the estimate of the error term given here 
below is sharp (see also [Frank L· Heijstek IV]). 
R e d u c t i o n Theorem. Let q : R —+ С be as m section 2 S and let s = ( 5 І , А 2 ! 5 З ) € R3 
satisfy the condition 
(2.15.1) s 2 < 5 / 2 , S 2 + . S 3 > 5 / 2 . 
Then the factorizing operator 7ZC : We —* 1CC defined by (2.6.7) and the reducing operator 
Se : ICe —» W€ given by (2 6.9) are continuous, uniformly with respect to ε £ (Ο,εο], and 
for each η > 0 the operators 
(2.15.2) TZCSC — I d i : ^(зі + п,в2-2,аз-2+п),с —* £(чі+п + 1,32-2,зз+п-1),с 
(2.15.3) S'il* - k b : W ( S l + n i 3 2 _ 2 l S 3 + „ ) , i -* >V( í l + n + M 2 _2, S 3 + n + i ) i £ : 
(with I d i , И г denoting the identity operators from Κ,ε —> /C£ respectively W e —+ W r ) , 
are continuous uniformly with respect to e G (Ο,εο]· 
If, moreover, s = (si, $2,33) 6 R3 satisfies the condition (2.2.1), then for each η > 0 the 
operator 
(2.15.4) S£2l£ - 21° : Я ( . 1 + п , . 1 , . , + п ) і е ( У ) -» W ( , 1 + I , + 1 , i l _ 2 i i , + B + 1 ) i e 
гл continuous, uniformly with respect to ε ζ (Ο,εο]· 
Proof. Denote 
(2.15.5) Γ ε ( ι , ε ο ) = 1 + ε 2 β 2 9 2 , V ( i , e ) € R χ (Ο,εο], 
and 
(2.15.6) 5 £ ( ι , ε ΰ ) = (1 + ε 2 9 2 ( χ ) £ » 2 ) - 1 , (х,г) 6 R x (Ο,εο]. 
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The operator (2.15.2) has the following form: 
/MPI+9CI) , 0 , ттик'Л 
(2.15.7) 0 , 0 , 0 
V naut'1 , 0 , с? / 
where 
(2.15.8) ттиірі + gl) = 7гигг£о(1 - жиЕ'кэи^изЧ ~ 1 = 
= тічДг^
1
 - \)t - nur'E'naus'e, 
(2.15.9) жикі = π
υΓ
40(-πυΕε) = -тгиг'Е', 
(2.15.10) irautl = -πβυ(1 - киЕ'жэи^изЧ = 
— (ждиЕе — l)nßusc£, 
(2.15.11) if = π ο υ ^ - 1, 
with Ec and £ being given by (2.6.4) respectively (2.6.10). Pointing out the fact that 
(2.15.12) nuir's' - l)t =πυ((1 + £q2D2)(l +
 £
2q2D2)-1 - l)t + 
+ 2ετ
υ




^ ( 9 2 ) ( 2 ) ( 1 + ε 2 9 2 - 0 2 ) - 4 
where 
(2.15.13) ( ΐ 2 )ω(*) = •Dí?3(*), V i e R , i = l,2, 
one obtains from (2.15.1), Theorem 2.11, Lemma 1.6 and Theorem 2.12, for each η > 0 
the continuity, uniformly with respect to ε € (0,£o], of the operator 
(2.15.14) ігуО- - \)t : H{tx+niti.2,t,.2+n),t{U) -» tf(si+n+1,ä,_2,Js_1+n),e(l/). 
Using (2.15.1), Theorem 2.12 and the trace theorem 1.23, one finds, for each η > 0, the 
continuity, uniformly with respect to ε € (Ο,εο], of the operator 
(2.15.15) vavs'l : tf(jl+n,S2_2,S3_2+n),E(t/) - C S l + S 2 + n _ 5 / 2 , e ( d [ / ) . 
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Since Lemma l.C and Theorem 2.13 show that the operator 
(2.15.16) жиг'Е* : C 9 l + S 2 + n _5 / 2 i E (at/) -• Я( 5 і + п + 1 > , 2 _2,, 3 + „_і) > г (^) 
is also continuous, uniformly with respect to ε € (Ο,εο], one obtains the continuity, uni­
formly with respect to ε € (Ο,εο], of the operator (2.15.8), from Я( 3 і + П < 2 _2 і а з_2+ П ) , г (?7) 
into H(,l+n+ïiS2-2,33+n-i),c(U). This last argument shows also the continuity, uni-
formly with respect to ε G (Ο,εο], of the operator (2.15.9), from C,1+,2+n-5/2^(dU) 
into H(Sl+n+ii,2-2t33+„-i)te(U), for each η > 0. The operators (2.15.10) and (2.15.11) 
are clearly exponentially small (in corresponding spaces). Summarizing the above re­
sults, one gets for each η > 0 the continuity, uniformly with respect to ε G (Ο,εο], of 
the operator (2.15.2) = (2.15.7). 
The operator (2.15.3) has the form 
(2.15.17) (*υ№+9'2) , 0 j 
where 
(2.15.18) nvipl + g') = (1 - ъиЕ'пэиХкизЧпигЧо - 1), 
with Γε,3ε defined by (2.15.5), (2.15.6) respectively. 
One may rewrite operator (2.15.18) as follows: 
(2.15.19) nuipl + g¡) = (1 - nuE'nguìM^^ur' - l)¿i = 
= (1 - іг
у
Е*ігаі/)іги(авгв - 1 ) 4 -
- (1 - жиЕ'пэи^из^! - іжиУЧ^ 
with í\ an extension operator 
,~ ,





•Kutiu = и, Vu G ff(jl+n|JJ_2i33+n)ii(î/), 
which is continuous, uniformly with respect to ε G (Ο,εο]. Using the theorems 2.9, 1.23, 
2.12, 2.13 and 2.7 and Lemma 1.6, one obtains for each η > 0 the continuity, uniformly 
with respect to ε G (Ο,εο], of the operator 
(2.15.21) ки{рІ + gl) : Я ( і 1 + П | , , _ 2 і 4 а + „ ) ) г ( £ 7 ) -» Я ( і 1 + п + 1 | , а _ 2 і , 3 + Т І + 1 ) і г ( І 7 ) . 
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Hence the operator (2.15.3) = (2.15.17) is, for each η > 0, continuous, uniformly with 
respect to e € (0, eo]· 
Finally, consider the operator (2.15.4), which has the form 
(2.15.22) ( 5 £ f t £ - I d 2 ) a 0 
(with Я 0 defined by (2.5.3)), thanks to (2.6.8). Using the property (2.2.1) the operator 
(2.15.23) И 0 : H(ai+niS2i33+nU(U) - W ( j l + „ , S 2 _ 2 , S 3 + n ) , £ 
is, for each η > 0, continuous, uniformly with respect to ε 6 (0,eo]. Using the result 
for the operator (2.15.3), one obtains, for each η > 0, the continuity, uniformly with 
respect to ε € (0,£o]i of the operator (2.15.4). о 
R e m a r k . Let q : R —» С be as in section 2.3 and let the vectorial index s = (аі,32,5з) 
6 R3 satisfy condition (2.15.1). Furthermore, suppose 7 6 R satisfies 
(2.15.24) 0 < 7 < 2 , 7 < 5 / 2 - . s 2 . 
Then for each η > 0 the operators 
(2.15.25) TZ' : V W (
a i + n _ 7 i J 2 _ 2 + 7 , S 3 + „ - 7 ) , e —* £ ( , 1 + η _ 7 | ! , 2 _ 2 + 7 , 3 3 - 2 + η — , • ) , £ 
(2.15.26) S* : AC(Jl + n _ 7 i S j _ 2 + 7 l ä 3 - 2 + n - 7 ) , £ —* ^(.3i+n—t,a2-2+-r,»3+n—γ),ε 
(2.15.27) Tí .1-?1—Id : ^ C ( J i + n _ 7 , , 2 _ 2 + Ύ ι ί 3 - 2 + η - 7 ) , Ι —* 
£(31+η+1,ι2-2,33-1+η),ε 
and 
(2.15.28) Scn< - Id : W ( s i + n _ 7 , S 2 _ 2 + 7 , i 3 + n - 7 ) , E -» 
^ (
З і + п + 1 і а 2 _ 2 і а з + п + 1 ) , г 
with 7ZC, Se given by (2.6.7) respectively (2.6.9) and with Id denoting corresponding 
identity operators, axe continuous uniformly with respect to ε € (Ο,εο]· 
Proof. The continuity, uniformly with respect to ε € (Ο,εο], of the operators (2.15.25) 
and (2.15.26), follows immediately from Reduction Theorem. For the proof of the con­
tinuity, uniformly with respect to ε G (Ο,εο], of the operators (2.15.27) and (2.15.28), in 
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the proof of Reduction Theorem (2 15 2), respectively (2 15 3), instead of using Theo­
rem 1 9, Theorem 2 7 and Theorem 2 9, one should use the remarks following Theorem 
1 9 respectively Theorem 2 7 and the Corollary 2 10 о 
The inverse operator. 
2.16. It is assumed that the conditions of Reduction Theorem are satisfied For each 
η > 0, the operator 
( 2 1 6 1 ) α # ( « ι + η , » 2 , » 3 + Ό , ί ( Π -* W ( > i + 7 i , j 2 - 2 , 5 3 + n ) , í 
is continuous, uniformly with respect to ε € (Ο,εο], it is invertible and its inverse is also 
continuous, uniformly with respect to ε G (0, εο] (See section 2 5 ) 
The identity (2 6 8) yields 
(2 16 2) (Id - (Id - S'TV))^ = semc 
From (2 15 3) follows, for each η > 0, the continuity uniformly with respect to e € (0, εο], 
of the operator 
(2 16 3) Qe = Id - Scnc W ( J l + „ , J l - 2 > „ + „ ) l « -* W ( . l + n + 1 , J l _ 2 i I i + T l + 1 ) > . 
which implies that, for each TV = 1,2, , 
(2 16 4) m N W £ ^ W ( s i + v , J 2 _ 2 i S 3 + N ) , I 
is continuous, uniformly with respect to ε € (Ο,εο] 
From (2 16 2) one obtains, for each N = 1,2, , 
(2 16 5) a 0 = J2 (Яг)кзеяс + (QC)N^0 
0<k<N 
and from (2 16 4) follows that the operator 
(2 16 6) {e-'Q')" Wc^W(ai,„-2,,3+N)¡ccW' 
is continuous, uniformly with respect to ε G (Ο,εο] 
Hence, for εο sufficiently small, 
(2 16 7) (Q')N-+0 (N^oo) 
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uniformly with respect to ε € (Ο,εο], in the space of all linear mappings from г into 
itself which are continuous, uniformly with respect to ε S (0, εο]. Thus, for εο sufficiently 
small, one has 
(2.1G.8) И0 = 5 3 ( С ' ) * 5 £ Я е , Vee(0,eo]· 
Applying (2.16.8) to (2.1.3) and using the continuity, uniformly with respect to ε e 
(Ο,εο], of ( a 0 ) - 1 : W e -* Я(,)
і е
(С0, one finds that for εο > 0 sufficiently small, the 
operator 21г : H(
a
)tC(U) —У 1Се is invertible, 
(2.16.9) ( Я 1 ) " 1 = ^ ( Я 0 ) - 1 ^ « ) * ^ , νε€(0,εο] 
and ( Я 1 ) - 1 : К.' —> H(,)¡e(lJ) is continuous, uniformly with respect to ε e (Ο,εο]. More­
over, from (2.16.5) and the continuity of ( Я * ) " 1 : Κ.ε -• Я ( і ) і е (С/) , Я 0 : H{a)ìi(U) - • W £ , 
(Q<)N : Ж -» W ( ä I + N , S 2 _ 2 , i 3 + N ) , £ and ( Я 0 ) " 1 : W ( ä l + iv, j 2 -2 , a 3 +N), £ -» 
Η(3ι+Ν,32,33+Ν),Λυ), uniformly with respect to ε S (Ο,εο] (εο sufficiently small), one 
obtains 
(2.16.10) ( Я 1 ) " 1 - J2 (^0)~4Qe)kSÎ = (^0)-l{QÎ)N^0(^e)-1 : 
0<fe<N 
ICe ^ H(tl+Nttii.a+N)ie{U), Vee(0,eo], (N = 1,2,...). 
Note that Η^
ι+Ν^ί33+Ν)^(υ) С Я( а г ; а 2 + Л /, Я з) і £(С/) (Ν > 0). Thus, the remainder 
in (2.16.10) not only becomes smaller (with respect to the norm in, say, H(a)¡e(U)), as 
N increases, it also becomes smoother. Using embedding theorems one can get from 
(2.16.10) error estimates with respect to other norms, for instance Holder norms, as 
well. (See [Frank & Wendt III], Th. 5.2.5.). For example, if к is ал integer such that 
(2.16.11) 1 < к < S 2 + 53 +N 
then, with 
(2.16.12) г ^ = ( Я 0 ) - 1 ( д £ ) Л , Я 0 ( Я г ) - 1 ( / ,














< С 4 е " + ' і + Л Г - Ч | ( / , »і, 2)Т||іс«, Ve € (Ο,εο], 
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where С,, 1 < j < 4, are constants which do not depend on (/,φχ,φι)7, and e. 
2.17. We summarize these results in the form of a theorem (see [Frank & Wendt III, 
IV], [Wendt], for the general case but with not sharp estimate of the error terms). 
T h e o r e m . It is assumed that all conditions of Reduction Theorem are satisfied. Then 
for So sufficiently small, the perturbed operator 2l r : H^te(U) —• Κ.ε is mvertible, Ve G 
(0,eo], and its inverse ( 2 1 ε ) _ 1 : Κ.ε —У H(S)IC(U) IS continuous, uniformly with respect 
to ε G (0,eo]. For ( 2 l £ ) - 1 holds the series representation (2.16.9), with Qc defined 
by (2.16.3). Moreover, the operator (2.16.10) is continuous, uniformly with respect to 
ee(0,e 0 ]. 
Remark. Using the remark following Reduction Theorem, the above result can be 
improved if the data satisfy more regularity assumptions. 
2.18. It is clear from (2.16.6) and (2.16.9) that for εο sufficiently small, 
(2.18.1) (Я«)"1 = £
e
* ( 2 t 0 ) - 1 ( e - 1 Q I ) * S I , Ve e (Ο,ο]. 
*>o 
This improves, for the specific case considered, the general result in [Frank & Wendt III, 
IV], which only gives (2.18.1) w i t h e 7 * , 7 satisfying (2.6 1), instead of e* (fc = 0,1,2, . . ). 
Reduc ing operator using extens ion by zero. 
2.19. If in Reduction Theorem the vectorial index s — ( з ь ^ г ^ з ) satisfies the stronger 
condition 
(2.19.1) 3/2 < S2 < 5/2, 7/2 < $2 + s3 < 9/2, 
(which is the case if, for instance, s = (0, 2, 2)), then, thanks to Theorem 1.15, one may 
choose in (2.6.10) the extension by zero operator £o, and the reducing operators given 
by (2.6.3) and (2.6.9) coincide. 
This is the case if, for instance, the data of the perturbed problem (2.1.1) are such that 
ƒ· e L2(U), φ[ e Со.даг/) and φΐ e с_1/2,,(Э£0, Ve e (0,eo]. 
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2.20. One may wonder whether or not the condition (2.19.1) can be weakened in such 
a way that the reducing operator Sc given by (2.6.3) is still continuous, uniformly with 
respect to ε G (Ο,εο] and е _ 1 ( 5 е Д е — là?) : W —> W' is also continuous, uniformly 
with respect to ε 6 (Ο,εο]· The answer is affirmative: the condition (2.19.1) can be 
replaced by the following one: 
(2.20.1) S2 < 5/2, S2 + s3 > 7/2. 
For proving this assertion the following two theorems will be used. 
2.21 Theorem. Lei q : R —» С be as in section 2.3 and let s = (зі,32,в3) G R3, 7 6 R 
satisfy the condition 
(2.21.1) 52 + 7 < 5/2, S2 + S3 > 7/2. 
Then the operator 
(2.21.2) (1 - nuE'nau^uil + e2q2D2)-1(l - ¿„»u) = 
Н<,>1—г,*2-2+-г,Зі-2—г),г(Щ -* Я ( 3 і + 1 і „_ 2 і Л з ) і г ( {7) 
with the Poisson operator Ec defined by (2.6.4), is continuous, uniformly with respect to 
ε G (Ο,εο]. 
Proof. If u e Я ( . 1 і . я _ 2 і . , _ 2 ) і , ( Р ) , then 
(2.21.3) (1 - 4*4/)« = (1 - ¿ow+)u + (1 - ¿0*-)« 
where ¿Q denotes the extension by zero operator (in corresponding spaces). 
One has 
(2.21.4) ||(1 - τυΕ'τ,,υ^υΟ. + ε Υ - Ο 2 ) ^ ! - V + H I H , . , * , , . , . , . . , , . . ^ ) < 
< | | ( 1 - π + ί ; ο £ π 0 ) 7 Γ + ( 1 + ε 2 7 2 Ζ ) 2 ) - 1 ( 1 - ^ ο π + ) ΐ , | | „ ( Μ + 1 ι . 2 . 2 ι . 3 ) ι ΐ ( Π + ) + 
V u e C 0
0 0 ( R ) , V
e
G ( 0 , £ o ] , 
where Εε
τ
,, χ' 6 {0,1}, is defined by (2.7.5), and where 7Γ+,π_,πο and TTJ are the same 
restriction operators eis those in section 2.7. 
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The following identity holds (cf (2 7 8)) 
(2 215) π+(1 + ieq(x)D)-l(l - ί0π+)ν = 
= ( 2 π ) - 1 π + ^ Ι / eq(x)(l + isq^O'1^ + іедіх^Г^Ш , 
Vv e CS°(R),Ve e (0,ε0} 
Hence 
(2 21 6) (1 - тг+Ее0ж0)тг+(1 + 6 2 5 2 D 2 ) - 1 ( 1 - £<>*+> = 
= (1/2)(1 - 7г+£0г7г0)7г+(1 + teqD)-\l - (0π+)υ, = 
= (47г)_ 1{т+ехр(-х/ед(т)) / (1 + leqix)^'1 ^υ,άη -
- π + exp(-x/eq{O)) f (1 + ιε^Ο)^) - 1 Ρηπάη} = 
= (4π)- 1 / π + [ χ\ d/dy)(exp(-x/eq(y))(\ + leqiy^)-1)^ 
Jo Jtt 
Τ,,ηάηάί = (4 ' ) _ 1 ƒ 7г+ / хехр(-х/бд(<х)){(ж/е)д~1(<х) - 1+ 
+ (1 + ieg(ix)r?)~1}5'(ix)/(g(tx)(l + zeq^tx^^u^dt, 
Vu € C0oo(R),Ve e (Ο,εο] 
It follows that 
(2 21 7) ||(1 - π + ^ π ο ) π + ( 1 4 e V ^ T ^ l - /oir + )u | | H ( . i + 1 , 2 _ 2 , з ) . ( В + ) < 
< ( 4 π ) - 1 sup { | |π+ νχ/ε) 26χρ(-χ/ε9(ίχ))9'(ίχ)/9 2(ίχ) 
te[o,i] 
/ (1 + te9(<x)r?)-1J-,U(Í77||íí(M e ( R + ) + 
Ja 
4- \\π+(χ/ε) exp(-x/eq(tx))q'(tx)/q(ix) 
/ ( 1 4 tegí txb)-1 ^,iidi,||H c(R+)+ 
4 | | π + ( ι /ε ) exp(-x/eq(tx))q'(tx)/q(tx) 
/ ( l + Wííte)»?)"2/ ',«^!!^., . , . , . , , .(•+)}, 
JR 
VueC000(R),v£e(o,£o], 
whence, by Lemma 1 6, (2 21 1) and Theorem 1 16, 
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(2 21 8) | |(1 - π + ^ π ο Μ ΐ + е ^ Г Ч і - ¿о т + ) и | | н ( . і + І ,,_, . „ ,(К+) < 
< С і sup ^ | | 7 r + ( x / £ ) a e x p ( - T / £ 9 ( i T ) ) | | H ( 2 ,,(05+) 
£ j l + í 2 _ 5 / 2 + 7 1 | ( 1 + i e D ) ^ u b ¡ ^ ^
 із
_^)АК) < 
< СІЫН^ . , . , + , .,-,_„.w.V« e C70
oo(R),V£ G (Ο,εο], 
where Ci, Сг are constants which do not depend on и ζ C£°(R) and (ε, ί) G (0, εο] χ [0,1], 
and where 7 G R is such that (2 21 1) holds 




= ( ^ ) " 1 e x p ( - l / £ 9 ( l ) ) / (1 + l e î O ) ! ? ) - 1 ^ ) * ? , 
VüGC 0 0 0(R),V £G(0,eo] 
Hence, (2 21 1) and Theorem 1 9 bhow that 
(2 21 10) ΙΙττ-Είπ,ίΙ + ε Υ . D 2 ) " ^ - ¿от + )« | | Я ( . і + 1 , 2 _ 2 , з ) . ( ( - « , ι» < 
^Cie^expt-RegaVeMl)! 2 ) 
11(1+teî(l)D)-1«||«(.i_T.i.1+T . ,_,_„.(., 
ε
· ι + ι + · « - 5 / 2 | |
π
_ e x p ( - ( i - ϊ ) / ε 5 ( 1 ) ) 
І І Я ( . 1 + 1 . j- j , , ) . ( ( - « > i ) ) ^ 
< C ^ - 1 exp ( -Re 5 ( l ) / £ | 5 ( l ) | 2 ) | | i ; | |H ( < 1 _ 1 . 2 _ 2 . 7 . , . , . „ . ( • ) . 
V î ) GC 0 o o (R) ,V £ G(0,£ 0 ] , 
with Ci , C2 being constants which do not depend on υ G CJ 0 (R) and t G (Ο,εο] 
From (2 21 4), (2 21 8) and (2 21 10) one obtains the estimate 
(2 21 11) | |(1 - π ϋ Ε ' π β ι / Κ ί Ι + e2q2D2)-l(l - ¿о7г+)и | |н с . 1 + 1 . 2_ 2 . „ .(t/) < 
< СІМІН,.,-, . , . , + , . , _ , _ „ . ( • ) . V u e C0~(R),Ve G (Ο,εο], 
where С is a constant which does not depend on и G C¿,0(R) and ε G (Ο,εο], and where 
7 G R satisfies (2 21 1) 
After performing the substitution 1 — χ —* χ one obtains from (2 21 11) the estimate 
(2 21 12) | |(1 - * „ £ ? * « , ) * „ ( ! + ε242Ό2)-\\ - * o * - ) u | | „ ( м + 1 . , _ , . з ) Ли) < 
< С М * , . , . , . , - , + , . ,_,_„ .(И), VU G C 0 a o(R),V e G (Ο,εο], 
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with the same constant С as above in (2.21.11). 
From (2.21.3), (2 21.11), (2.21.12) and Lemma 1.5 one immediately gets the continuity, 
uniformly with respect to ε g (0, £o], of the operator (2.21.2). о 
2.22 Theorem. Let q : R —> С be as m section 2.3. Then for s = (si,52,-sj) € R3 
satisfying the condition 
(2.22 1) S 2 < 5 / 2 , 52 + s3 > 7/2, 
the operator 
(2.22.2) 7^(1 + ε Υ . D 2 ) - 4 : Щч.ш^.^АЮ —» НЫ^-2,,3)АЮ 
is continuous, uniformly with repect to ε ξ. (Ο,εο]. 
Proof. One has the obvious identity 
(2.22.3) x y ( l + ¿ V U * ) - 1 W = 
= тггДі + e2q2D2)-x - 7^(1 + е 2 . ? 2 ^ 2 ) - ^ ! - < W ) . 
From (2.22.3), (1.17.1) and Theorem 2.12 follows that it suffices to show that the 
operator 
(2.22.4) M l + ε 2 ς 2 £> 2 ) (1 - W ) : Я ( я і , а 2 _ 2 і а з _ 2 ) , Е ( Н ) —» HÍ4Xíli.2tttU{U) 
is continuous, uniformly with respect to ε ε (Ο,εο]· 
Using again the splitting (2.21.3), the identity (2.21.5), Lemma 1.6, Theorem 1.9 along 
with (2.22.1), and using also Lemma 1.5, one obtains the desired result. о 
2.23 Theorem. Let q : R —ν С be as m section 2.3 and let s = (s i ,S2i s 3) € R3 satisfy 
condition (2.22.1). 
Then the reducing operator Se : )CC —» W given by (2.6.3) is continuous, uniformly 
with respect to ε ζ (Ο,εο], and the operator 5ε1¥ — И г : W e —> W( i l + l j J , 2 _2 i S 3) i e , with 
TZe : W —> K.' defined by (2.6.7) and with the space VV( J l +i i i 2_2 l, ; >) i e as m section 2.14, 
is also continuous, uniformly with respect to ε £ (Ο,εο]. 
Proof. The continuity of S £ : ICC —» г , uniformly with respect to ε € (Ο,εο], follows 
from (1.17.1), the Theorems 2 22 and 1.23 and Theorem 2.13. The continuity of the 
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operator ε~1(3ε71' - Ich) : г -» W, uniformly with respect to £ € (0,£o], follows 
from the identity (2.15.19) with io instead of £, (2.15.5), (2.15 6), (2.15.20), (1.17.1), 
Theorem 2.9, Theorem 1.23, Theorem 2.12, Theorem 2.13, Theorem 2.21 and Lemma 
1.6. о 
2.24. One cannot replace condition (2.22.1) in Theorem 2.23 by condition (2.15.1). 
Namely, the trace пэи{^ + s2q2D2)~1£of does not exist for all ƒ £ Η(3ι^-2ι·<Λ-2),ε{^) 
if s = (si,S2,S3) is such that 
(2.24.1) s2 < 5/2, 5/2 < .s2 + S3 < 7/2. 
2.25 Theorem. Let q : R —> С be as in section 2.3. Suppose s = (si,52,5,4) € R3 and 
7 € R satisfy (2.21.1). 
Then the reducing operator 






-2+-<,33-2—ι),ε * *Чаі-7і32-2+7.зз-7),г 
given by (2.C.3) is continuous, uniformly with respect to ε £ (Ο,εο], and, if y also belongs 
to the interval [0,2], then 
(2.25.2) 5*11£ - Id г : (
а і
_ 7 і а 2 _ 2 + 7 , 3 з - 7 ) і £ — • Щ3,+1>32-2,аз),с 
with ΊΙ? defined by (2.6.7), is also continuous, uniformly with respect to ε £ (Ο,εο]· 
Proof. The continuity of the operator (2 25.1) has been proved in Theorem 2.23 The 
continuity of the operator (2.25.2) can be proved in the same way as it has been done in 
Theorem 2.23, with the exception that the Corollary to Theorem 2.9 should be utilized 
instead of Theorem 2.9 itself. о 
2.26 Theorem. Let q : R —* С be as m section 2.3 and let s = (5і,52>5з) £ Rf satisfy 
the condition 
(2.26 1) 1/2 < 52 < 5/2, 52 + 53 > 7/2. 
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Then, for εο sufficiently small, the inverse of the perturbed operator 2Le : H^)ie(U) —» /C£ 
admits the following series expansion 
(2 26.2) (V)-l = Y^(fS°)-1(ld -S'TZ'YS', Ve e (Ο,εο], 
Jt>0 
where the Neumann sienes on the right-hand side of (2.26.2) t3 convergent m the Banach 
algebra of all linear mappings from W£ into itself. Here И 0 : H^^U) —• г is the 
reduced operator (2.5 3), Τίε is the factorizing operator (2.6.7) and Sc is the reducing 
operator (2.6.3). 
Proof. From (2.6.8), (2.16.2) and Theorem 2.23, and with the operator Q' given by 
Q« : W -
 ( а і + 1 і , 2 _ 2 > Л з ) , г 
Q* = Id - ScnE 
one obtains (2.16.5). 
Hence, for eo sufficiently small, 
(Qe)N—*0 (7 - ю о ) 
in the space of all linear mappings from W 1 into itself which are continuous, uniformly 
with respect to e € (0,eo]. Thus, for Co sufficiently small, (2 16.8) holds. 
Applying (2.16.8) to (2.1.3) and using the continuity of ( И 0 ) - 1 : W 1 -+ HMie(U), one 
finds for eo > 0 sufficiently small, that the operator 2l£ : H^!S(U) —У К,* is invertible, 
г € (Ο,εο], its inverse is continuous uniformly with respect to ε € (Ο,εο], and (2.26.2) 
holds. о 
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3. H I G H O R D E R A S Y M P T O T I C S F O R T H E E I G E N V A L U E P R O B L E M 
x' edu 
T h e e igenvalue p r o b l e m . 
3.1. The well-known Rayleigh's type eigenvalue problem with a small parameter 
ε € (0, εο] is stated, in the simplest possible case, in the following fashion: 
' e
2
. D V ( a ; ) + . D V ( x ) = λεηε(χ), χ e U = (0,1) 
(3.1.1) \ u'(x') = 0' 
Du'ix') = 0 . 
where D = —id/dx (See [Rayleigh].) 






(3.1.3) λ 0 = 7 Γ 2 * 2 (* = 1,2,3,...) 




ƒ 02и\х) = X0u0(x) ,xeu, 
\ u0(x') = o ,x'edu, 
λ
1
 = 4 π 2 λ 2 . 
3.2. In this chapter the following Rayleigh's type eigenvalue problem is considered: 
' e
2D2(q2(x)D2u'(x)) + £ > V ( x ) = Xcue(x), xeU 
(3.2.1) i « V ) = 0 i 
I } x'çdU 
- D V ( X ' ) = 0 J 
where q : U —» C, q € C 0 0 ^ ) , is assumed to satisfy the ellipticity condition 
(3.2.2) minReg 2(x) > 0. 
i e t / 
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Let £ r bc the space defined in (2.2.2). Using the operator 2lr defined in (2.1.2), i.e. 
Í3 2 3Ì a î : Hi')AU) "* ^ 
Я
£
 = (ε W ^ 2 + £»2, πβυ, π
Ο Ι
; ( - Γ > 2 ) ) Τ 
which is continuous, uniformly with respect to ε G (0, εο], if s = (s i , S2; аз) £ R3 satisfies 
the condition 
(3.2.4) 1/2 < S2 < 5/2, st + S3 > 5/2 
(see section 2.1), and introducing the operator 
I = Н(я) e(U) -> >Ce (3.2.5) „ ( 3 ) ' Л ; 
/u = (и,0,-7гзі/и) т 
which is continuous, uniformly with respect to ε G (Ο,εο] if ¿2 5ί 5/2, .sj + S3 > 1/2, 
hence certainly if (3.2.4) holds, one can rewrite problem (3.2.1) in the following form: 
(3.2.6) ( Л ' І - Я е ) и * = ( 0 , 0 , 0 ) т . 
3 .3. The function q : U —+ С above can be extended to a function q : R —> С such that 
(3.3.1) 
q:R^C,q€C°°(R), 
q2(x) = q200+qo(x), Vx G R; Co € ^ ( R ) , 
R e 5 2 ( x ) > R e g ^ , Vi G R, 
where Çœ G С may be any number such that 
(3.3.2) 0 < Regi, < minRe9 2(ar) 
(see section 2.3). 
3.4. The reduced problem (ε = 0) 
) = \0u0(x) 
, χ' G dU, 
,
 n
 f D*4\x)  \0u x) ,xçU, 
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can be written in the form 
(3.4.2) ( Л 0 / - 2 1 ( = ( 0 , 0 ) Т ) 
where 21° is the operator (2.5 3) and where the operator I is defined as follows: 
(3 4 3) / : * W , ( 1 0 - > V · 
1
 ' Iu = (u, Of 
the space W e being given by (2 5 4). 
Spectral convergence results. 
3.5. The spectrum of 2t£ will be denoted Σ', the spectrum of И 0 being obviously 
(3.5.1) Σ" = {fc27r2:Jfc = 1,2,3,...}. 
Theorem. Let q : R —» С be the same function as m section 3 S and suppose the 
vectorial index s = (5і,52,' 'з) € R3 satisfies condition (3.2.4). Consider an eigenvalue 
λ
0
 € Σ of the reduced problem (3.4.1) and a closed Jordan curve Γ surrounding λ 0 
such that its interior intF satisfies 
(3.5.2) b t r n ^ 0 = {A0}. 
Then there exists an ep > 0 and, Ve £ (Ο,εο], on eigenvalue Xe £ ^ of problem (3.2.1), 
such that 
(3 5.3) і п і Г П ^ г = {Аг}, Ve £ (0,e0]; 
moreover, this eigenvalue Xe has the same algebraic and geometric multiplicity as Xo, 
Ve € (Ο,εο]. Further, if и0 is an eigenfuncUon corresponding to λ 0, there exist a constant 
С and, Ve £ (Ο,εο], лп eigenfuncUon и' corresponding to Χε, such that 
(3.5.4) \\u< - u 0 | | „ ( . ) i € ( l 0 < C e 1 - · , Ve £ (Ο,εο]. 
Corollary. If ε -ν 0, then λ ' -• λ 0 . 
A proof of Theorem 3.5 can be found in [Frank VII, IX]. In section 3.9 of this thesis 
another proof will be presented. We start with some auxiliary results. 
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3.6. Let X be a Danach space. The space of continuous linear mappings from X 
into itself is called Ηοιη(ΛΤ, X ) and its subspace of invertible elements whose inverse 
also belongs to Hom(X,X) will be denoted ISO(X, X). The identity mapping in X is 
designated by Id. 
The following lemma (and its proof) are taken from [Kato]; it is also to be found in 
[Akhiezer & Glazman]. 
L e m m a . Let Po, Pi £ Hom(X,-Y) be projechons close to each other m the sense that 
(3.6.1) \\Ро-Рі\\тіотіх,х)<1· 
Then there exists an operator Τ £ ISO(X, X) such that 
(3.6.2) Pi = T^PQT. 
Proof. The operator Qo € Hom(X,X) defined by 
(3.6 3) Qo=-Pi-Po + ( I d - P i ) ( I d - P o ) 
maps P0X into P i X and (Id — PQ)X into (Id — P i ) X , whereas the operator Qi € 
Hom(X,X) given by 
(3.6.4) Qi = PoP, + (Id - РоХИ - Λ ) 
maps P i X into P Q X and (Id — P i ) X into (Id — Po)X. A straightforward computation 
shows that 
(3.6.5) Q o Q i = Q i Q o = I d - ( P o - P i ) 2 . 
Under assumption (3.6.1), the operator Id — (PQ — P i ) 2 belongs to I S O ( X , X ) and, 
moreover, its inverse can be written in the form 
(3.6.6) ( I d - t P o - P ! ) 2 ) - 1 ^ 2 
where 
(3.6.7) A = D - 1 ) * ( " 1 / 2 ) ( P » - - P 0 " , 
the series on the right-hand side of (3.6.7) being absolutely convergent in Hom(X, X ) . 
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The operator (Po — P i ) 2 commutes with Po and Pi and hence it commutes with Qo and 
Qi. Thus R commutes with Po,Pi,Qo a^d Qi, and therefore (3.6.5) implies 
(3.0.8) RQoRQ! = RQ^Qo = Id. 
Consider the operator Τ : X —У X given by 
(3.6.9) T = RQ1. 
It follows from (3.6.8) that Τ e ISO (X, X) and T - 1 = RQo- Moreover, as 
(3.6.10) Q i P , = PoPj = PoQi 
one obtains 
(3.6.11) TPi = ÄQiPi = RPoQi = PoRQi = PoT 
whence (3.6.2). о 
Corollary. Under the assumption (3.6.1) of the previous lemma, the ranges of the 
projections Po and Pi are isomorphic. If, in particular, dim PQX < oo, then also 
dim Pi X < oo and 
dim Pi X = dimPoX. о 
3.7 Lemma. Let I and I be the operators given by (3.2.5) respectively (3.4.3). 
For each s = (si,32,53) € R3 the operator 
( 3 · 7 · 1 ) К'I ~ 1 '• H(s),c -» £(л+2,«
г
-2,»з),г 
is continuous, uniformly with respect to ε & (Ο,εο]. If the vectorial index s = (si,82,33) 
€ R3 satisfies the condition 
(3.7.2) 32 < 5 / 2 , 32 + S3 > 1/2 
then the operator 
(3.7.3) I - S4 : H(,U{U) -> >
 ( # 1 + 2 , , 2 _ 2 і а з + 2 ) , г 
with Sc defined by (2.6.9), is continuous, uniformly with respect to ε ζ (Ο,εο]. 
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Proof. Since 
(3 7 4) ReI-î=e2(D2q\0,0)T 
the continuity of the operator (3 7 1) follows from Lemma 1 6 
One has 
(3 7 5) I - S4= ((1 - жиЕ^эи^иіІ - (1 + е У Я 2 ) - 1 ) ^ ^ = 
=
 ε
2 ((1 - i r y f ^ a u K ^ l + e2q2D2)-lD2e,0)T 
with £ the extension operator defined by (2 6 10) Using Theorem 2 12 and Lemma 1 6 
one finds that the operator 
(3 7 6) W ( l + ε 2 ? 2 D 2 ) - 1 ! ^ H(,)tC(U) - tf(siiS2_2 ä 3 + 2 ) ¿U) 
is continuous, uniformly with respect to ε € (0, εο] From (3 7 2), Theorem 1 23 and 
Theorem 2 13 follows the continuity, uniformly with respect to e € (0, εο], of the operator 
( 3 7 7) жиЕ'жэи #( > 1 і 5 з _2 ,s+2),e(l7) -> Я(аііЛ2_2,а3+2),г(і7) 
which, together with (3 7 5), (3 7 6) proves the Lemma о 
3.8. Let s = (¿і,а2іЗз) € R3 satisfy the condition (3 2 4) From Reduction Theorem 
(Theorem 2 15) and Lemma 3 7 it follows that the operator 
( з Q\ w £ - w ( .1 + 1 ,J 1_2 i J l + 1 ) i . 
Q^ = Id - 5г7ге - A S e ( / - ПСІ){\І - Я 0 ) " 1 
is continuous, uniformly with respect to (λ,ε) € Γ X (0,eo]i where Γ is the Jordan 
contour described in Theorem 3 5 
Since 
(3 8 2) (Id - < ^ ) ( Л / - И 0 ) = 5 е ( л 7 - И г ) , 
it follows that for sufficiently small εο one has 
(3 8 3) A.r-a0 = £(Q'A)*S'(A7-ae), V(A,e) е Г х (Ο,εο] 
*>o 
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(U) —> Κ.ε 
is invertible, ν ( λ , ε ) € Γ χ (Ο,εο], and admits the series representation 
(3.8.4) ( λ Ζ - α Τ ^ Σ ^ 7 - * 0 ) " 1 ^ ) ' · * ' . ν(Α,ε)6Γχ(0,εο]. 
Jt>0 
In fact, one has 
(3.8.5) (AJ-a*)-1- Σ Щ-^cy4Q\)kS'= 
0<k<N 
= {xi - л0)-\сі)ы(хі - α0)(λ7- я 1 ) - 1 : к' -+ 
( А , £ ) е Г х ( 0 ) £ о ] , Л г = 0,1,2, . . . 
(See section 2.16.) 
If the real number 7 satisfies the condition (2.15.24), which in view of (3.2.4) reduces 
to the following one: 
(3.8.6) 0 < 7 < 5 / 2 - θ 2 , 
then the operator 
(3.8.7) Q\ : W -» W ( , 1 + / 1 , J 2 _ 2 _ 7 > , 3 + 1 + 7 ) , £ С W £ 
with 
(3.8.8) /x = m m { l + 7 , 2 } , 
is continuous, uniformly with respect to (λ,ε) € Γ X (0, εο]. If 7 satisfies the additional 
condition 
(3.8.9) 7 < si - 1/2 
one obtains the continuity, uniformly with respect to (λ, ε) G Γ χ (0, εο], of the operator 
(3.8.10) (лі-я1)-1 - (χι - a0)-1s£ = 
= (χι - y?yxQ\(xi - а0)(л7- α1)-1 : к:с -» 
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From (3.2.4), (3.8.6) and (3.8.9) follows that 7 < 1, so that one may set μ = 1 + η in 
(3.8.10). Clearly, 7 may take any value in the interval [0,1), if (and only if) S2 = 3/2. 
Remark. It is obvious, that replacing in (3.8.5) the operator Q'
x
 (see (3.8.1)) by 
( 3 8 1 1 ) Ql •• Щ,)А ) - ff<.I+M„.,+i).«(£0 
yields the following series representation for (λ/ — 21 е) - 1 : 




Instead of (3.8.5) one has 
(3.8.13) ( A J - a * ) - 1 - Σ (Q£A)':(A/-a0)-1sí = 
0<fc<N 
= m)N(\î- V)-1 : fCc - H{ai+NtSì>S3+N)ìe(U), 
(А,е)бГх(0,ео],ЛГ = 0,1,2,.... 
3.9 Proof of Theorem 3.5. 
First of all, we note that the following "pseudo" resolvent equation holds: 
(3.9.1) ( A / - a 0 ) - 1 j - ( M j - a 0 ) - 1 / = 
(μ-\χ\ι-ъоуЧ^і-ъРуЧ, νχ,μeс\Х;0. 
It follows immediately from the algebraic identity 
ß _ 1 - A'1 = B'^A - B)A-1. 
Let λ € C\ 2 a n ( i le t A* satisfy 
(3.9.2) i / i ^ i K A J - a V l l " 1 -
Then the operator 
Id + μ(ΧΙ - a 0 ) - 1 ƒ : H{,)>C(U) - HMte(U) 
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is invertible and 
(id + μ(χι - a0)-1/)-1 = £(-l)V((A/- и0)-1/)*. 
Jt>0 
Consequently, the operator 
(A + μ)Ι - Я 0 = (XI - 2l 0)(Id + μ(λΙ - И 0 ) - 1 / ) 
is invertible and 
((A +
 / ; ) j - a V = E(- 1)V((A/-aVJ) t(A.r-a°)- 1 · 
Jt>0 
Hence, if λ € C\ 2 a n , ^ ß satisfies (3.9.2), then λ + μ also belongs to C\ ]Π and the 
"pseudo" resolvent 
(3.9.3) ((λ + μ)Ι - Я0)-11 = £ ( - 1 ) V ( ( A / - Я 0 ) - 1 / ) ^ 1 
Jt>0 
is analytic at the point μ = 0. 
Therefore, if λ 0 € 2 ° = {^2*2 : fc = 1 ,2 ,3 . . . } , the operator 




ο = (2πί)-1 ί(ΧΙ- И 0 ) - 1 IdX 
with Γ a closed Jordan curve such that 
(3.9.5) ^ Ο Π Γ = 0, ^ 0 n i n t r = {À0} 
and with s G R3 satisfying (3.2.4), is well defined. Using equation (3.9.1) one finds that 
Рдо satisfies 
(3.9 .6) ( Ρ
λ
ο ) 2 = (-47Γ 2)- 1 / / (ΧΙ-Κ^^μΙ-ν^ΗμάΧ^ 
J\\-\o\=l J\ß-\o\=2 
= ( - 4 π 2 ) - 1 / / ( / І - А ) - 1 ( ( Л / - Я 0 ) - 1 / -
У|А-А0|=1 ^І/і-АО^г 
-(μΙ-^0)-1ΐ)άμάΧ = 
= (^π 2)- 1 / (XI - Я0)"1/ / (μ - Χ)-4μάΧ+ 
J|A-A0|=1 J\v-\<>\=2 
+ (Απ2)'1 Í (μΐ - Я 0 ) - 1 ƒ / (μ - \)-4\άμ = 
|д-А»|=2 У|А-А»|=1 
= Μ π
2 ) " 1 / (XI - И 0 ) - 1 ƒ ƒ (μ - Χ)-4μάΧ = 
J|A-A0|=1 i |M-A 0 |=2 




hence Ρχο is a projection. 
Since the eigenvalues of Я 0 are isolated and simple, the "pseudo" resolvent (XI— Ql0)""11 
has simple poles at the elements of 2 ° · Thus if A0 6 Σ " , then (A - A0)(A/ - И 0 ) - 1 ƒ 
is analytic in {A : |A — A0| < 2} and hence 
(3.9.7) (21° - A 0 7 ) P A O " = (Зтгі)"1 / ( И 0 - A 0 / ) ( A / - Я 0 ) " 1 ! ^ = 
J\X-X0\=1 
= (2ni)-1 [ ( A - À 0 ) / ( A J - a 0 ) - 1 I u d A -
J\\-\0\=i 
-(2viy1 f Iud\ = 
= (0 ,0) T , VU 6 HWit(U), 
which shows that P\t>u belongs to the eigenspace corresponding to A0. Since 
(3.9.8) ( A 7 - a 0 ) - 1 / U 0 = ( A - A 0 ) - 1 t í 0 
one has 
(3.9.9) Ρχοΐί0 = и0 
so that Рдо maps H(,)C(U) onto the eigenspace spanned by u0. 
For ε ε (Ο,εο], εο sufficiently small, one has for the operator Q\ given by (3.8.1): 
(3.9.10) \\Q\\\ < | |Id - S'R'W + | λ | | | 5 · | | | | / - Κ4\\\\(\Ι - Я 0 ) " 1 ! ! < Ce, 
ν ( λ , ε ) € Γ χ ( 0 , ε ο ] . 
where (2.15.3), (3.7.1) and the continuity of S€ uniformly with respect to ε € (Ο,εο] as 
well as the continuity of ||A(A/ — Я 0 ) - 1 | | uniformly with respect to (A,e) € Γ χ (Ο,εο], 
has been used. 
It follows that the projection 
Рд. : tf(f),,(l0 -» Щ,и(и) 
(3.9.11) , f ~ 
PA« = (2ш)-1 J (A/ - VL')-xId\ 





ο = {2πι)-1 ί(XI - ΪΆ0)-1άΧ(5εΪ- Ι)+ 
+ Σ(2τη)-> [(XI-^r^QiYS'ïdX, 
k>i Jr 
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which implies, by (3.7.3), (3.9.10), (3.9.12) and the continuity, uniformly with respect 
to (λ,ε) e Γ χ (Ο,εο], of (XI- Я 0 ) - 1 and S'I, that holds: 
(3.9.13) | |Рл. - P»\\B0miH(.ìi.(u),Hi.ì,.(u)) < Ce, We e (0,e0] . 
It follows from Lemma 3.6 and the estimate (3.9.13) that the ranges of Рдс and Ρχο are 
isomorphic, for all ε € (Ο,εο], if £o satisfies the condition 
(3.9.14) Ceo < 1, 
with С being the same constant as in (3.9.13). Thus, if εο is so small that (3.9.14) 
holds, then 
(3.9.15) dim(Px.Hl,)tl(U))=l, Vee (Ο,εο], 
and this shows that there is one and only one singularity of (λ/ — 2 1 e ) - 1 / , a simple pole 
which we label λ£, located on the inside of Γ, for each ε G (Ο,εο]. 
The constants on the right-hand side of the inequalities (3.9.10), (3.9.13) depend on the 
choice of the contour Γ surrounding λ 0. In fact, С —> oo, if Г shrinks to the point λ 0 
(i.e. max |λ - λ 0 | -» 0), since then | |(λ/ - 2 t 0 )- 1 1 | -> oo. 
Thus 
(3.9.16) X' -• λ 0, as ε -+ 0, 
but not necessarily Ae = λ 0, Υε € (Ο,εο], ( ? У R'I)· 
Define 




, Ve 6 (Ο,εο]. 






Η(ί)Λυ) < HA- - PA·II M l < C e
1
" " , Ve € (Ο,εο], 
with a constant С which does not depend on ε g (Ο,εο], where it has been used that 
| |W 0 | |H ( J ) ,(U) is bounded above, uniformly with respect to ε € (Ο,εο], by a constant 
times ε~*1, if s = («1,52,53) satisfies condition (3.2.4). о 
Remark. It should be stressed that the proof of Theorem 3.5 makes no use of the 
compactness property of the operator 
(AJ- ZT1!: H(,)IC(U) - ff(j)>€(I0,(A,e) e Γ χ (Ο,εο]. 
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High order a s y m p t o t i c s for the perturbed spectrum. 
3.10. We are going to derive interesting information on a high order asymptotic formula 
for the perturbed eigenvalue Ac as ε —> 0. After that , an asymptotic expansion for the 
corresponding eigenfunction u c will be obtained. 
The general asymptotic formula indicated in [Frank V], yields in the case considered: 
(3.10.1) A' = A 0 +
e
2 ( A 0 ) a ( g V , u 0 ) + O(e 3 ) (e - Q) 
with u 0 the normalized (in L2(U)) eigenfunction of the reduced problem (3.4.1), corre­
sponding to A0, i.e. 
(3.10.2) u0(x) = \/2 sinknx (x € U), 
and with 
(3.10.3) (u,v) = f u(x)v(x)dx, Vu,vÇL2(U). 
Ju 
It turned out (see [Frank & Heijstok I]), that in (3.10.1) the error term 0(ε3) may be 
replaced by C ( e 4 ) . 
One might wonder if the full asymptotic expansion for the eigenvalue A£ in (3.10.1) does 
not contain алу odd power of ε at all. The (generally negative) answer to this question 
is formulated in Theorem 3.13 below. For proving this theorem we need a few auxiliary 
results. 
3.11. Consider the following singularly perturbed matrix operator 
( З Л 1
-
1 ) s
 - { 0 , Id , 0 ) 
with Ee being defined by (2.6.4), which is continuous, uniformly with respect to ε € 
(0,eo], as an operator from tC* into W(Sliä2_2 lJ3-2),e provided s = (зі,32,зз) G R3 
satisfies the condition 
(3.11.2) S 2 < 5 / 2 , 6 2 + S 3 > 9 / 2 . 
If Я* and 21° are the operators given by (2.1.2) and (2.5.3), respectively, then 




For the operators I and I defined by (3.2.5), (3.4.3), respectively, one has 
(3.11.4) SCI = I. 
Therefore, introducing the operator 
(3.11.5) Ql = e\\I - a 0 ) - 1 ((1 - itljEtitau)D2qiDii0)T 
which is continuous, uniformly with respect to (λ,ε) € Γ χ (Ο,εο], with Γ the Jordan 
contour described in Theorem 3.5, from W 1 into W ( S 1 I S 2 _ 2 J 3 3 - 2 ) , E , provided S2, s3 satisfy 
(3.11.2), one has 
(3.11.6) (XI - 2l 0)(Id - Ql) = S€{\J- 21ε). 
Consequently, the following identities hold: 
(3.11.7) ( λ / - Я 1 ) - 1 - Σ (QX)*(A7-a0)-15í = 
0<.k<N 
ν ( λ , ε ) € Γ χ ( 0 , ε ο ] , N = 0,1,2,... 
Multiplying both sides of this identity by the operator 
( 1 0 \ 
(3.11.8) R0 = 0 Id 
and using the fact that 
(3.11.9) S'Tl0 = Id 
one obtains, if N = 1, the following identity: 
(3.11.10) QEX(\I- щ-1п0 = (χι- α ' ) - 1 ^ 0 - (χι- a 0 )- 1 
whence 
(3.11.11) Ql(xî- a1)-1^0 = 
= ( A 7 - wy^R^xi - Я0) - (AÍ- я£))(А/ - а 0 )- 1 = 
= (λ?- и ^ - ^ я ' - 7г0я0)(л/ - я 0 ) - 1 = 
= ( λ ί - Я1)"1 (Пе - 7г0)Я0(А/ - я 0 )- 1 = 
= ε
2(λ7- V)-l(D2q2D2,0t 0)T(XI - Я0)"1, 
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where it has been used that 
(3.11.12) Ί10Ι = Ϊ. 
Since 
(3.11.13) (1,0,0)T = 1 + (0,0, ж
аи
)г, 
one obtains from (3.11.11), (3.11.12), (3.11.13) the identity 
(3.11.14) Ql(\î- ί Τ ) - 1 ^ 0 = 
= e
2 (AJ- a')-1Ti0ID2q2D2(XI- Я0)-^ 
+ е 2 (А7-а г Г 1 (0,0,7г
э [ ;) т £» -О2(А/-210)-1, 
which, together with (3.11.10) yields: 
(3.11.15) ( A J - a · ) - 1 ^ 0 ^ -e2ID2q2D2(XI-a.0)-1) = 
= (U+e2(\I-W)-i(0,0,*du)TD2q2D2)(XI-Z0)-1. 
Introducing the operators 
(3.11.16) Bl-.W^W,.,,.,.,,.,,,, 
Bl = ID2q2D2(\I-Vli0)-1 
and 










 = (\î-W)-1(0,0,*auD2q2D2)T 
which are continuous, uniformly with respect to(A,e) € Гх(0,£о])і£з = («ь^г^з) € R3 
satisfies the condition (3.2.4), i.e. 
(3.11.18) l / 2 < S 2 < 5 / 2 , s2 + sj > 5/2, 
one may write (3.11.15) in the form 
(3.11.19) ( A / - Я ^ - ^ ^ И - ε2BS) = 
= ( И +
е
2
Г І ) ( А / - И 0 ) - 1 , 
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which by iteration gives 
(3.11.20) (χΐ-^η^π0 = 
0<k<N 




ν ( λ , ε ) 6 Γ χ ( 0 , ε ο ] , T V = 0,1,2, . . . 
If ω 6 С00^) then (B0
x
)ku 6 C^ÇU) χ О (к = 0,1,2,. . .), hence it follows from the 
continuity, uniformly with respect to (λ,ε) ε Γ χ (Ο,εο], of the operator (λ/ — 2 t £ ) - 1 : 
>CC -> Я ( , ) і г ( [ / ) , that (if s € R3 satisfies (3.2.4)), 
(3.11.21) | | ( A J - ЪсГ1К0(ВІ)»и\\
Н(,)іЛи) < C, V(A,£) € Γ χ (Ο,εο], 
where С is a constant which does not depend on (λ, ε). Using Theorem 1.23, (1.23.5), 
as an imbedding theorem (uniformly with respect to ε € (Ο,εο]), then (3.11.21) implies 
(3.11.22) l l ( A J - S l e ) - 1 Ä 0 ( B S ) w i i | | c ( ü ) < C , V(A,£) € Γ χ (Ο,εο], 
where C(U) denotes the space of continuous functions from U into C. Thus, the re­
mainder on the right-hand side in (3.11.20) is of order 0(ε2Ν) (ε -> 0) in C(ÏÏ). 
3.12. We turn our attention to the operator Г^ given by (3.11.17). As a result of the 
continuity, uniformly with respect to (λ,ε) G Γ χ (Ο,εο], of the operator 
( A J - a ' ) - 1 : ^ - ^ ) , ^ ) 
(see section 3.8), provided condition (3.2.4) is satisfied, and using also Theorem 1.23, 







f f (»i+» J -5/2,» 2 +4, S 3),£( t / ) -» H{s)ie(U) 
T\ = ( A I - a t ) - 1 ( 0 , 0 ) ^ l / D V D 2 ) T . 
From (3.11.17) and (3.8.13) (with JV = 1), one has 
(3.12.2) r
x








Q\ '• Н(ч—r,»j+7,ís—»í.eC^) "* ^(^ + 1,32,33 + 1)^) 
(3.12.3) Q\ = (λj - и 0 ) - 1 (id - senc)(\i - α 0 ) -
-λίλΐ-α
0 )- 1 ^!-^ 8 /) 
is continuous, uniformly with respect to (λ, e) ε Γ χ (0, εο], according to Remark 3.7 and 
the remark following Reduction Theorem (Theorem 2.15), provided condition (3.2.4) 
and the condition 
(3.12.4) 0 < 7 < 1, 7 < 5 / 2 - S 2 
are satisfied. 
Let и € ff(íli,2+7ij3_7),e(í7) with .5 = (5і,в2,5з) € R3 and 7 e R chosen such that 
(3.2.4) and (3.12.4) are satisfied. 
Then 
(3.12.5) | |Ql I> | | ( S l + M 2 , S 3+i) ,e < C i | | r ! u | | ( a i _ 7 , ä 2 + 7 , S 3 _ 7 ) , r < 
^
 С2\\и\\(з1 + з2-5/2-г,„+4+-,,з3-',),€, V(A,£) G Γ Χ (0,£ο], 





| | ( я і,а 2,а з + 1 ),€<с£7/2-а 2^|іи | | ( 5 1,а 2 +4+ 7,аз-г), е, 
Vu € ff(.1,.1+4+<y,.ï-7).e(I0, V e e (0, Col-
In view of (3.2.4), (3.12.4), one has 
1 < 7/2 - З2 + 7 < 4. 
If З2 also satisfies the requirement that 
(3.12.7) l / 2 < s 2 < 3 / 2 
then one may choose 7 = 1 in (3.12.6) and then 
(3.12.8) 3 < 7/2 - 3 2 + 7 = 9/2 - s 2 < 4. 
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Now, we are ready to state the main theorem of this chapter. 
3.13 Theorem. Let q : R —» С be the same function as in section 3.3 and suppose the 
vectorial index s = (si,82,83) g R3 satisfies condition (3.2.4). 
Consider an eigenvalue Xo £ ^ 0f ^e reduced problem (3.4.1) and a corresponding 
normalized (in L2(U)) eigenfunction u0. The eigenvalue Xe € Σ 0Î the perturbed 
problem (3.2.1) mentioned in Theorem 3.5, admits the following asymptotic expansion: 
(3.13.1) A£ = λ0 + ε 2λ 2 + ε4λ4 + ε6Α6 + ε7λ7 + ο(ε7)(ε -* 0) 
where 




 are defined by (3.13.42) up to (3.13.45) below, 
and 
(3.13.3) A7 = 32(A0)3 £ q3(x'Mx'W(*')\2, 
z'eau 
with q' = dq/dx. 
If, moreover, uc is the eigenfunction corresponding to Xe defined by (3.9.17), then the 
following asymptotic expansion holds in Я(,)
і£({7): 
(3.13.4) ue = u0+e2X0(P
x
oq2u0-q2u0+2^/X° f G1(;y,X0)q2(y)u0(y)dy)+ 
Ju 
+ 4 ν ^ ε 4 ( λ 0 ) 3 ^ J2 q3(x')q'(x'yuexp(-\x - x'\/eq(xl)) + 
x'ÇdU 
+ 0(e3-'l)mH(s)¡e(U), 
with Ρχο the projector (3.9.4), with Gi(x,y, A) the kernel defined by (3.13.28) below, and 
with 
(3.13.5) ЦС Э Ц , , ^ ) < Ce'3, νεε(0,εο], 
the constant С being independent from ε € (0, εο] if the number EQ has been chosen 
sufficiently small. 
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..т<Се2-\ Ve e (0,e0], 
with С a constant which does not depend on e 6 (0, εο]· Here it has been used (Theorem 
2.13), that 
| |»y « φ ( - | ι - x'l/eqix'MH^AU) < Ce1'2-**-», Ve e (0,ε 0 ] , 
with С independent from ε G (Ο,ερ]. This estimate also implies that the term involving 
ε
4
 on the right-hand side of (3.13.4) is of order Ο ^ 9 / 2 - " 1 - * 2 ) in Hia)ie(U). Hence, if si 
satisfies 
1/2 <S2< 3/2, 
the term involving ε 4 on the right of (3.13.4) can be taken in the error term ο(ε3~31). 
Remark. 
The expansion on the right of (3.13.4) is also established in [Frank IX]. Here a different 
(and perhaps simpler) proof of this result is presented. 
P r o o f of T h e o r e m 3.13. 
Let u 0 be a normalized (in Lz^U)) eigenfunction of the reduced problem (3.4.1), corre­
sponding to the eigenvalue λ 0 = ί; 2π 2 (к = 1,2, 3, . . .) , i.e. 
(3.13.6) u0(x) = \/2smbrx, χ G U. 
Let u 0 stand for the eigenfunction of the adjoint (21°)* of 21°, corresponding to the 
eigenvalue λ 0 and normalized by the condition 
(3.13.7) (u0,u0) = l 
where(·,·) denotes the usual inner product (3.10.3) in L2{U). It follows from Theorem 
3.5 that, if εο has been chosen sufficiently small, the projection P\. given by (3.9.11) 
satisfies 
(3.13.8) \CPX. = f \(\I - Κη^ϊάλ, Ve G (Ο,εο], 
where Γ is the same contour as the one in the definition (3.9.11) of P\.. It follows that 
_ ResA((A7-ae)-V0,0,0)T,u0) 
Res ((λ?- a*)- 1 ^ 0 ,0,0) r , u0) 
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where Res denotes the residue at the point AE. The reduced problem being self adjoint, 
one has щ = и0, λ0 = λ0 and hence 
(3.13.9)





(3.13.10) ( λ ί - ^c)-1(u0,o,o)T = (λ/ - а і )- 1 л ( ,о)т, 
with R0 the operator defined by (3.11.8), which makes it possible to use the identity 
(3.11.20). 
One has, for each sufficiently small εο: 
(3.13.11) ( (A7-a î ) - 1 7 u 0 , u 0 ) = 





(3.13.12) Il0= Σ e^aXI-^r^Blflu^u0), ν(λ,ε) e Γ χ (Ο,εο], 
0 < * < 4 




і 2 = е




0 ), ν(λ,ε)€Γχ(0,εο]. 
Now, 
(3.13.15) I ^ 0 = ( A - A 0 ) - 1 ( U 0 , U 0 ) + 





+ ε4λ0(Α - A 0)" 1 ((λ/ - 9P)-lBllD2q2u0, u0) + 
+ ε6((\Ι-Ζ0Γ1(Βΐ)3Ιη0,η0)> V(A,e) € Γ χ (Ο,εο], 
since 
(3.13.16) (λ-α 0)- ,/η 0 = (λ-λ 0 )- 1
ω
0
, л е г , 
D2u0 = Χ\0. 
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Using the fact that (ua,u0} = 1 and, with TV the inward unit normal at dU, 
(3.13.17) ((ХІ-ІЛ0)-1(/^)ТУ) = (\-Х0)-1ШУ)+ Σ *(*')%(*% 
V(/,¥')eW r,V(A,£)6rx(0 ) £o] ( 
and also the fact that 
(3.13.18) nduD2(XI-^Q)-1I=-^dU, Л e Γ, 
one finds 
(3.13.19) Ц > 0 =(λ - λ 0 ) " 1 + ε 2λ 0(λ - X0)-2(D2q2uoy) + 
+ ε 4λ 0(λ - λ 0 )- 2 (Ι) 2 9 2 £) 2 (λ/ - a 0 ) - 1 / Z ? 2 9 2 u 0 , u 0 ) + 
+
 £
6((XI-4L0)-1(Bl)3Iu0,u0), ν ( λ , ε ) £ Γ χ ( 0 , ε ο ] . 
Furthermore, using 
(3.13.20) (Я2ƒ, и0) = (ƒ, Я V ) - £ ( ƒ § £ ) ( * ' ) , V/ 6 C72(Z7), 
i'eai/ 
and again (3.13.18), so that 
(3.13.21) Χ ^ 0 = ( λ - λ 0 ) - 1 + ε 2 ( λ 0 ) 2 ( λ - λ 0 ) - 2 ( 5 2 Μ 0 ) ω 0 ) + 




+ сб((АІ- ΐ ϊ 0 ) - 1 ^ ) 3 / « 0 , « 0 ) , ν(λ,ε) e Γ χ (Ο,εο], 
one finds 
(3.13.22) Д 0 - (λ - λ 0 ) " 1 + ε 2(λ 0) 2(λ - A 0)- 2<gV, «0) + 
+ ε 4(λ 0) 2(λ - λ 0)- 2((λ/ - Я 0 ) - 1 / / ) 2 ^ ^ 0 , Οψη0)-
-8ε4(λ0)2(λ-λ0Γ2 Σ №) (*')+ 
i'eat/ 
+ ε 6 ( ( λ / - %0)-\B0
x
yiu0,u0), V(X,e) e Γ χ (Ο,εο]. 
Note that 




(3.13.24) G(x,y,X) = -(V^sm\/I)"1sin(l-a:)\/Xsiny\/A (0 < y < χ < 1) 
(3.13.25) G(a:,3/,À) = -(v/Asin\A)~ 1sma;\ /Asin(l-y) \A (0 < χ < y < 1) 
whence 
(3.13.26) R e s ( À - A 0 ) - 1 ( A / - 2 l 0 ) - , / / = limo ^-((λ - λ 0 )(λΙ - Я0)'1!)/ = 
= Julìm.o^.((\-X0)G(;y,\))f(y)dy 






sin \/λ д\ 
λ - λ
0 
(G(-, у, λ) sin V\)f(y)dy, V/ e C 0 0 ^ ) , 
(3.13.27) lim (1 —)G{x,y,\) = 0, V(x,y) e 17 x U. 
λ-*λ
0
 sin ν λ 
Since, moreover, 
(3.13.28) —(G(x,y, X) smVX) 
one has 
(3.13.29) 
' (l/2)À-3/2(sin(l - х) Хапу Х-(1 - х)УЛсо5(1 - х)у/Х· 
• sinyvX — yVAsin(l — x)VAcosyvA) (0 < у < χ < 1) 
(l/2)À"3/2(sinxVTsm(l - y)\/X - xv /Acosxv /Isin(l - y)y/X-
- (1 - y)\/Äsinx\/Äcos(l - y)%/A) (0 < χ < у < 1) 
— Giíi .y.A), ( х , у , Л ) е С / х [ / х С , 
Res (λ - л 0 ) - 1 (λ/ - α 0 ) - 1 / / = 
= 2VAö / dO.y.A^/CyJd», V/ g C~(F), 
Ju 
with Gi(a;,y,A) defined above by (3.13.28). 
Further, since 
(3.13.30) Г^ = e2(AJ - a 0 ) - 1 ID2q2D2r\ 
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and 
(3.13.31) ndUD2Tcx = nauD2q2D2 
and using (3.13.16), (3.13.17), (3.13.20), one finds for the first term on the right-hand 
side of (3.13.13): 
(3.13.32) ε 2(Π(Α/ - И 0 ) - 1 ^ 0 , , / 0 ) = 
= е
2(\-\0Г1(Т\и0У) = 
= ε\\ - À 0 ) - 2 (£>yD 2 rW) = 
= £4λ0(λ - \0)-2({r\u0yD27u0) + 






Using the results from section 3.12, one obtains 
(3.13.33) (Τ1η0,ϋψη0) = 




= -\'>((XI-V0)-\nuEÎK9UD2q2u0,0)T,D2fu0) + 
+ Ο(ε*-6)(ε^0), 
where S may be any number satisfying 0 < 6 < 1. Using (3.13.23) and (3.13.24), 






_ sinx\/A + sin(l — x)\/\ γ ^ e2ç2(x') 
·εχν(-χ'/ες(χ'))φ(χ')-
(А,х,е) e Γ χ U χ (0,e0],Vv5 : dU -» С. 
Using (3.13.33), (3.13.34) and the fact that 
(3.13.35) (exp(- | i -x ' | /e i ( i ' ) ) , I» 2 ? 'u 0 > = 
= επ9υ(4θψυ.0){χ') + 0(ε2)(ε -» 0), Vx' e at/ 
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one finds 
(3 13 36) (Γ1η\ηψη0) = 4£ ( 0 ) Л ° ^ ( 0 ) | £ ( 0 ) ( 5 і п VA)"1 
• (smxv/A + sin(l-x)v /A,D2ç Iii0) + 
+ Σ е3(\0)2д3(х')7гэи\П2д2ч0\2(х') + О(е*-6)(е->0), 
z'eau 
uniformly with respect to λ G Г. 
Using (3.13 32), (3 13 36) and the fact that u0(x) = Ч/2ЗІПА:7ГТ, k2n2 = λ0, one obtains 




η (Α-λ 0 )- 2 £ ^duq2D2q2u^)(x')+ 
х'еэи 
+ Αε6(λ0)2(\ - À 0 ) - 2 9 3 (0) | | (0) \ /2^(s in \ / I ) - 1 ( s inx\ /A+ 
+ З 1 п ( 1 - х ) ^ , 1 > 2 5 2 и 0 ) -
'dN 
х'еои 
+ 6 ' ( ε 8 - 4 ) ( ε ^ 0 ) , 
-
е
7 (А о ) з (л-л 0 )- 2 Σ 32W(x') i<í!^iV)+ 
x'edu 
.8-5ч 
uniformly with respect to λ € Γ, with 8 being any number satisfying 8 £ (0,1). 
The second term on the right-hand side of (3 13 13) equals 








(λ/ - a 0 ) - 1 ^ 0 , 0) τ, υ0) + σ(ε8-δ)(ε -> 0) = 
=
 £
i(TUEÎnduD2q2D2(\I - а 0 ) " 1 ДА(<Л 0)Т, и0) 
+ Ο(ε'-6)(ε^0), 
in view of (3.12.2), (3.12 4), (3 12.6) and the fact that 
{(\I-VÍ0)-\f^)T,u0) = 
= (A-AV{</,"0}+ E VWÍ*'» 
VfeL2(U),<p dU^C 
Note that 




· ) φ ' ) + 0(ε 4)(ε -» 0), 
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so that the second term on the right hand side of (3.13.13) equals 
fill0 




+ 0(ε*-6)(ε -. 0), 
with δ any number satisfying 0 < δ < 1. 
The third term on the right-hand side of (3.13.13) is of order 0(ε 8 ) (ε —> 0), because of 
the continuity, uniformly with respect to (λ, ε) € Γ χ (Ο,εο], of the operator (3.12.1). 
The number 1χ
 2 given by (3.13.14) is also of order 0(ε 8 ) (ε —» 0), since the operator 
(XI — 2 l £ ) - 1 is continuous, uniformly with respect ίο(λ,ε) € Γχ(0,εο] (see section 3.8). 
Summarizing the above results, one has 
(3.13.41) ((AJ- a·) - 1/«*0,!*0) = 
= (λ - λ0)-1 + ε2(Α0)2(Α - λ 0)-Vu 0, u 0 )-
-12ε4(λ0)2(λ-Α°)-2 Σ «V)Ä(* ' )+ 
x'eau 




+ 4ν^ε 6 (λ 0 ) 5 / 2 (λ - A 0 )-V(0) | | (0)(sinv / X)- 1 (sinzv'A+ 
+ 5ΐη(1-χ)νΧ,Ό2ψη0)+ 
+ е 6 Σ 42^)^>auD2q2D2(\I-^)-'Bllu0-
z'eau 
- 3 2 ε 7 ( λ 0 ) 3 ( λ - λ ( ' ) - 2 Σ ^ я3(х,)\я§г\2^)+ 
z'eau 
+ σ(ε8-4)(ε-,0), 
uniformly with respect to A £ Γ, with 6 being any number in the interval (0,1). 
FVom (3.13.9) and (3.13.41) one gets 





0 > + £
4
К е 3 / А -
-12ε\\°γ Σ ? ) | ^ ' ) + е6ІІе3,Л-
z'eau 
-32ε 7 (λ°) 3 Σ <13(хЪ^\Чх') + О(е*-<)(е^0) 
z'eau 
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for any choice of δ G (0,1), and with 
(3.13.43) ß\ = (X0)2{(\-\0)-l(\I-K0)-1ID2q2u0,D2q2u0), VA G Г, 
(3.13.44) μ\ = ( ( λ - λ ο ) ( Λ Ι - α 0 ) - 1 ( ^ ) 3 / Η Ο , « 0 ) + 
+ 4 ^ ( λ ο ) 5 / 2 ( Α - Α ( > ) - 1 9 3 ( 0 ) ^ : ( 0 ) ( 5 ί η ^ ) - 1 · 
• (sinxVX + sin(l - x)y/X,D2?u0) + 
+ Σ ïV)§£(OW>VZ>2(A-A0)(AI-!X0)-1B°J''0-
x'SdU 
-(X0)2(q2uoy)Rcsß4x, VA e г. 
Note that (3.13.29) implies that 
(3.13.45) Res^t = 2ε 4(λ 0) 5/ 2 / (G1(-,y,\0),D2ìj2u0)D2q2u0(y)dy 
Ju 
with Gi(x,y,\0) given by (3.13.28). 
From (3.13.42) up to (3.13.45) one obtains the assertions about A£ in the theorem. 
It is not surprising that, in spite of the invariance of the problems (3.2.1) with respect 
to the reflection e —» —ε, the asymptotic expansions for the eigenvalues contain odd 
powers of e. The underlying reason for this phenomenon is, obviously, the fact that the 
perturbations (3.1.1), (3.2.1) are singular, so that, in both cases, Xe is not an analytic 
function of ε € [0,£o]. 
In order to obtain an asymptotic expansion for the eigenfunctions corresponding to the 
perturbed eigenvalue A1, one may use (3.9.11), (3.9.12). For the eigenfunction ue defined 
by (3.9.17) one has 
(3.13.46) u ' = Px'U0 = (2πί)-1 [(XI- W^ïu'dX = 
= (2жі)-1 f(XÏ-Qic)-1n0Iu0dX = 
= (2 T t ) - 1 / ( ( Id+e a r« A ) (ÀJ-a»r 1 ^ (e2B4)k+ 
+ (XI- ^c)-1n0(e2B0x)N)lu0dX, νε e (O.eo],W = 0,1,2,... 
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where (3 11 12) and (3 11 20) have also been used and where Γ is the Jordan Contour 
described in theorem 3 5 while Гд is the operator given by (3 11 17) 
Honce 
(3 13 47) uc = (2πι)-1 Í(XI - VL0)-1Iu0d\+ 
+ ε2(2πι)-1 ί {(XI - a 0 ) " 1 ^ + Γ\(ΧΙ - a 0 ) " 1 }Iu0dX+ 
+ 0 ( е 4 _ а 1 ) in the space Я ( а ) e(U), 
which implies that 







2(ХІ - ^0)~4u0dX+ 
+ e2(2m)-1 ί (λ - X^rydX + 0(ε4-» ) in Hia)iC(U), 
so that 
(3 13 49) u' = u0 + е^^гтгг)" 1 ƒ (λ - X^-^XI - <ä0)-1ID2q2u0dX+ 





(3 13 50) χιε = и0 - ε2Χ°(Ιά - Px^q2u0 + ε2(2πι)-1 ί λ0(λ - λ 0 ) - 1 
(XI - 4¡?)-lIq2u!>dX + ε ^ ο ^ π ι ) " 1 ƒ (λ - À0)"1 
(XI - 4í0)-1IiruEcirauD2q2u0dX + ¿»(ε3-'1) in H(s) C(U) 
Using (3 13 29) one finds 
(3 13 51)
 £
2(2m)-1 ί X0(X - X0)'1^! - И 0 ) " 1 Iq2u0dX = 
= 2ε2(Χ0)3/2 í G1(,y,X0)q2(y)u0(y)dy 
Ju 
with GI (X, Î / ,À) defined by (3 13 28) 
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From (3.13.34) one obtains 
(3.13.52) е ^ г і г і ) " 1 ƒ (λ - XT^XI - ^>)-lI^uEÏ-KauD2q2u0d\ = 
= 4Л χ) ^ ( x ^ M ^ ' K l + ^ VHA0)-1· 
• π 1 7 6χρ(- |χ - x'|/e9(a:'))-
/ sinx\/Ä + sin(l -x)\f\ .
 2 2 . ,
Ч
. . _ Л 
• ^ ( ( A - A ° ) s i n ^ · ( 1 + £ 5 ( I ) Λ ) j ' 
V£ e (Ο,εο]. 
Combining (3.13.50), (3.13.51) and (3.13.52) yields: 
(3.13.53) ис = и0 - e2A0(Id - Р
А
0)<г + 
+ 2ε 2(λ 0) 3/ 2 / G1(;yíX0)q\y)u0(y)dy+ 
Ju 
+ 4 ^ ( A 0 ) 3 / V ^
 9
3(x')9 '(x')· 
• π [ / ε χ ρ ( - | ι - x'\/eq(x')) + 0(ε3-'η in H ( i ) , t ( t r) , 




-'\ Ve e (Ο,εο], 
the constant С being independent from ε g (Ο,εο], and with the vectorial index 5 = 
(•Ί,«2,вз) verifying (3.2.4). о 
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ON A SINGULAR PERTURBATION IN THE THEORY OF 
ELASTIC RODS 
S a m e n v a t t i n g 
In dit proefschrift wordt een singuliere storing afkomstig uit de elasticiteitstheorie 
bestudeerd met behulp van de reductiemethode van L.S. Frank en W.D. Wendt. Het 
valt in drie delen uiteen. 
In hoofdstuk I worden later benodigde definities en stellingen, afkomstig van eerder 
gepubliceerde artikels van hetzij L.S. Frank.hetzij L.S. Frank en W.D. Wendt, hetzij L.S. 
Frank en J.J. Heijstek, en toegespitst op het later te beschouwen probleem, geformuleerd 
en bewezen, waardoor in de volgende hoofdstukken het verwijzen naar externe resultaten 
tot een minimum beperkt kan worden. 
In hoofdstuk II komt een coërcieve singuliere storing uit de theorie der elastische staven 
ter sprake. De algebraïsche coërciviteitsvoorwaarde voor singulier gestoorde differentiale 
en pseudo differentiale operatoren, in 1976 door L.S. Frank ingevoerd, is equivalent 
met tweezijdige a priori afschattingen, uniform ten aanzien van de kleine parameter 
ε > 0, hetgeen in 1979 door hem werd bewezen. Een andere belangrijke eigenschap 
van coërcieve singuliere storingen is de mogelijkheid deze perturbaties op constructieve 
wijze te herleiden tot een reguliere storing van de bijbehorende gereduceerde operator 
corresponderend met e = 0. Het idee van deze constructie was in 1977 door L.S. Frank 
naar voren gebracht. De constructie van een reducerende operator en de formuleringen 
en bewijzen van de benodigde stellingen betreffende de reductieprocedure voor coërcieve 
singuliere storingen werden in een reeks gezamenlijke axtikels door L.S. Frank en W.D. 
Wendt beschreven. Eén der centrale resultaten luidt als volgt: 
Gegeven een coërcieve singuliere storing 2l r, met ε G (Ο,εο] een kleine parameter, 
kunnen een factoriserende operator ОТ1 en een reducerende operator 5 e expliciet 
worden geconstrueerd, zodanig dat 
(1) а г = ОТгИ0 + е ^ , Ve € (Ο,εο], 
(2) 5е21г = а 0 +c1 rQS, Ve € (0 , ео], 
waarbij 7 G (0,1) een zekere constante is en 21° de bij 21г behorende gereduceerde 
operator (corresponderend met ε = 0) en met Q'j, j = 1,2, lineaire afbeeldingen in 
de bijbehorende families van Hilbertruimten die, onder natuurlijke voorwaarden 
ten aanzien van deze ruimten, continu zijn uniform ten opzichte van ε 6 (Ο,εο]. 
De afschatting 0 ( e 7 ) , met 7, 0 < γ < 1, afhankelijk van de keuze van de bijbehorende 
Hilbertruimten, is niet scherp en кгш verbeterd worden. Voor de beschouwde singuliere 
perturbatie 2l£ uit de theorie der elastische staven wordt in dit proefschrift aangetoond 
dat een geschikte wijziging van de reducerende operator S' leidt tot de asymptotische 
relatie (2) met 7 = 1 voor iedere keuze van de bijbehorende ruimten. Dit resultaat, 
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gepubliceerd in een gezamenlijk artikel met L.S. Frank in 1989, is scherp en geldt ver-
moedelijk voor alle coërcieve singuliere storingen. 
In hoofdstuk III wordt het genoemde resultaat, in het bijzonder belangrijk voor de ap-
plicaties, toegepast op het bij 2t£ behorende eigenwaardeprobleem om een hoge orde 
asymptotische ontwikkeling voor de eigenwaarden te bepalen. Tenslotte wordt een 
asymptotische ontwikkeling voor de bijbehorende eigenfuncties afgeleid. 
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C U R R I C U L U M V I T A E 
De schrijver van dit proefschrift werd op 16 maart 1957 in Rotterdam geboren. Na 
het behalen in 1975 van het V.W.O.-diploma aan de scholengemeenschap "Libanon" 
te Rotterdam, ging hij Wiskunde studeren aan de Rijksuniversiteit Leiden. In 1977 
legde hij het kandidaatsexamen af. Doctoraalcolleges werden gevolgd bij de hoogleraren 
Prof.Dr. A. Ollongren, Prof.Dr. A. Peletier, Prof.Dr. M.N. Spijker, Prof.Dr. A.C. Zaancn 
en bij Dr. J.A. van de Griend en Dr. C.B. Huijsmans. Het doctoraalexamen legde hij in 
1982 af. Toen werkte hij reeds als docent Wiskunde aan de scholengemeenschap "J.C. de 
Glopper" te Capelle aan den IJssel. In 1983 trad hij, als wetenschappelijk assistent, in 
dienst van de Katholieke Universiteit Nijmegen. Onder leiding van Prof.Dr. L.S. Frank 
heeft hij onderzoek verricht op het gebied der Coërcieve Singuliere Storingen. Tevens 
assisteerde hij Professor Frank bij de verzorging van onderwijs over onderwerpen uit de 
theorie der differentiaalvergelijkingen. Thans is hij verbonden aan het Nationaal Lucht-
en Ruimtevaartlaboratorium. 
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